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Since 1950 the Navy has moved its high-priority cargo
through its Quick Transport aticn System (QOICKTEANS) . This
study examines the development of -hat system 'and the
concurrent growth of the commercial air cargo industry. The
authors selected Emery Worldwide as a representative of the
ccmmercial air cargo industry and compared its capabilities
with the COICKTRANS system requirements. The authors
conclude that the coanercial system represents an effective
and cost efficient alternative to QUICKTRANS. Several
preliminary objectives which must be satisified in order to
facilitate a shift tc a ccmmercial system alternative are
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The Navy's high priority cargo airlift service was
instituted in 1950 because there were no commercial air
carriers available that could provide the type of service
required by the Navy to specific destinations. During the
thirty-three years which have elapsed since this airlift
service began, and particularly during the last five years,
the ccmmercial air cargo industry has matured to the point
where it now offers a complete line of services which can be
tailored to meet the needs of its commercial customers.
This raises the possibility that the commercial air cargo
industry can now fulfill the Navy*s need for high pricrixy
cargo air transportation.
Since implementation of the Office of Management and
Budget (CMB) Circular a-76 [Ref. 1 ], the Armed Services
Frocuremer.t Eegulaticcs (ASPR) [Hef. 2], and the Airline
Ceregulaticn Act [Ref. 3] the Federal Government has been
placing emphasis on bcth contracting oat services tc ccEmer-
cial activities and enhancing competition. The Navy,
however, has continued its contracts for a dedicated high
priority air cargo and truck system when commercially
utilised alternatives appear to be available. This action
does net appear to be in alignment with ei-cher the inrent or
the provisions of current federal directives in the areas of
federal contracting cr air transportation management. In
crder tc resolve this perceived discrepancy, can the Navy
accomodate the intent and provisions of the previously
menticnec federal mandates and still satisfy its air trans-
portation needs by more fully utilizing innovative
10

contracting to encourage tailored services and competitive
tiddir.g ty ccnimercial activities?
E. OEJfCIIVES
The cfcj€ctiv«=s of this thesis are to determine if avail-
able domestic ccmmercial air cargo services exist which
could displace the existing Navy dedicated QUICKTRANS sysxem
and, if so, to recominend contracting initatives which could
induce ai-j cargo carriers to compexiti vely bid for the
contracts and provide the services required by the Navy at a
price wtich would be lutually beneficial.
C. EESEaBCn QUESTIONS
Given the af oreirentioned objectives, the following
primary research question was postulated:
roes a viable, readily available domestic commercial air
cargo carrier exist which could augment or replace the
Navy's QUICKTH.ANS system given the present Navy criteria for
its domestic airlift services?
The following secondary questions were considered psrti-
nent in aadressing this research gaesticn.
1. »<hy and new did the Navy's QUICKTRANS system evolve
and develop frcm its inception?
2. Hew has the ccmmercial air cargo industry concomi-
tantly evolved and developed?
3. Hhat arc the user, management, and contracxing
requirements for the QOICKTRANS system?
4. What services, assets, and rate structures dc the
current domestic commercial air cargo carriers have
tc offer?
5. Are these services, assets, and rate structures
ccmparible with the needs of zhe Navy?
11

6. Can innovative contracting induce the commercial air
cargo carriers to ccnform to the Navy's requirements
for domestic airlift services?
D, SCOPE
The scope of this study is limited to a systems analysis
of both the Navy's QOICKTRANS system and existing commercial
air cargo carriers to ascertain their strengths and weak-
nesses as well as their similarities and differences.
Additionally, the study includes the exploraticn of
contracting concepts and practices which might alleviate the
existing differences .between the Navy's present system and
commercial alternatives and the perceived weaknesses within
the the ccmmercial systems. The intent of this thesis is to
identify existing comniercial' air carrier alternatives which
can displace the QOICKTRANS system in its domestic air
service rcle and be more responsive to the needs of the
Navy.
E. iSSOaillCHS
Throughout this study, it is assumed that the reader is
generally familiar with standard Department of Defense
contracting terminolcgy, procedures, and concepts; air
transportation manageient classifications and terminology;
and Department of the Navy policy and procedures for the
transpcrtaticn of air cargo.
P. flITaCCOlOGY
The res€arch raethcdology utilized in development of this
thesis consisted of a comprehensive review of literature,
and the use of telephone and personal interviews with




The literature was acquired through the Naval
Postgraduate School library. Defense Logistics Studies
Informaticii Exchange, Air University Library, and service
guides and rate tariffs provided by air carriers. Telephone
and personal intervieiis were conducted with program managers
and contracting personnel at the Navy Material
Transportation Office, Military Airlift Command, Military
Traffic Canagement Ccmmand, Naval Supply Systems Command and
the varicus air cargo companies discussed in Chapter IV.
Additional data were obtained from current contracting
and air transportation instructions, regulations, contracts
and the files and records of the Naval Material
Transportation Office.
G. OBGABIZATIOH
This thesis consists of nine chapters. Chapter II gives
the historical perspective of the concurrent evolution and
development of the Navy's QOICKTRANS system and the
commerical air cargc industry. Chapter III provides a
discussion cf the criteria and practices currently utilized
in the development cf QUICKTF.ANS contracts and the methods
and techniques employed in the award cf those contracts.
Chapter IV contains discussions of existing airlift alterna-
tives within the domestic commercial air cargo industry.
Chapter V is an analysis of the similarities and differences
tetween Q0ICKT5ANS and available commercial alternatives.
Chapter VI contains the development of cost and effective-
ness models and provides an analysis of research data
employing the cost ard effectiveness models. Chapter VII
provides contracting techniques and innovations designed to
alleviate incompa 'ibilities between the systems and to
achieve specified performance and cost requirements.
Pinally, Chapter VIII integrates the contract criteria.
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Tc fully comprehend the underlying rationale for the
Navy's dedicated aii cargo system, one must begin at the
birth of the air cargc industry and compare its evolutionary
developmeit with the requirement-based development of the
Navy system. The fcllowing sections provide the historical
data necessary for such a comparison.
i. 0. S. DCHESTIC IIBFBEIGHT INDOSTRY
Although cargo has been carried by aircraft since the
birth of aviation it was not until December, 19a0 that the
first all-cargo service was offered. In tnat year United
Air lines instituted all -cargo service between New York and
Chicagc.
"It was World Sar II that provided a tremendous impetus
to the air-cargo industry. The air transport service
generated more traffic from 1942 to 19U5 than all the
commercial traffic through 19U5." [Hef. 4]
After World War II a lumber of ex-sarvicemen purchased mili-
tary surplus aircraft and acted as supplemental carriers
(under Section 292.5 of the economic regulations of the
Civil Aercnautics Board) .
These new supplemental carriers then applied for certif-
icates cf convenience and necessity to offer scheduled air
freight service and immediatiely met stiff resistance from
the certified dual-service airlines who objected on the
grounds -hat the all -cargo carriers would talce business from
their operations. The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) did not
agree and authorized the non-certified carriers to operate
in Janaary, 19U7. The certified carriers retaliated with a
15

rate war which resulted in cnly six of the original fourteen
all-cargc carriers remaining solvent by the end of 1947. in
July, 19U8 the CAB attenpted to protect the all-cargo
carriers ty establishing minimum rates which applied to all
air carriers.
By July, 1949 the CAB issued five year certificates on
an experimental basis for scheduled all-cargo operations to
four carriers. Certified air lines again protested that
these all-cargo operations were not necessary since the
certified air lines experienced excess capacity since 1945.
"The CAE was convinced that these new carriers would
introduce new methods and managerial improvements in
their business and would also provide a valuable
yardstick to monitor the efficiency of other carriers of
air freight." [Hef. 5]
During the same period of time the CAB established a
classification of indirect air carriers to fill the gap
between air express (the priority air movement of cargo) and
air freight services (the movement of cargo through sched-
uled operations).. These indirect carriers were designated
as air freight forwarders and functioned as the ccnsolida-
tors of small shipmerts of air cargo by air carriers who
were licensed but not regulated by the CAB.
In 1954 the CAB renewed the two remaining all-cargo
carriers' certificates for five more years (after they were
denied tie authority tc merge the previous year and despite
their peer performance) . The CAB approved a deferred rate
service for use of available space at 55 percent of the
minimum rate set for 1956, This was the CAB's attempt to
fill unused capacity.
By 1S61 the CAB removed the minimum rate requirements
which were set in 1948. This was due to stability in the
industry, increases in air freight utilization and fore-
casted increases in demand. Yet, in 1964, the air-cargo
16

industry was still considered the noisy fledgling of
Jmerican transportation. "In the pursuit of profitability
in the jet age, lines are also going all out to automate and
spread critical ground operations." [Ref. 6] During this
pericd air freight carriers began trying new concepts, such
as, custcmer choice of service (overnight, three day or five
day delivery, etc.). They also recognized the jet service
aspect. 'Ih€ presidert of Emery Air Freight stated:
"When a (let) freighter comes on a route it increases
reliability of the service. It brings in people *hc
might have used air freight before and found the service
inadequate." [Bef. 7]
Ey 1970 the first steps toward deregulation were taken.
Ihe CAB started its domestic air freight rate investigation
which lasted for seven years. It investigated rate levels,
rate structures and tariff rules. By April, 1975 an admin-
istrative law judge made the decision that air freight rates
should te cost-based for each class of traffic. Any
existing rates which did not meet the criteria were declared
unlawful. The CAB ccccurred.
In IS'U Senator Kennedy initiated a comprehensive review
cf CAE policies and practices and found evidence of cver-
regulaticE which was supported by air freighters, both all-
cargo and dual service carriers. Federal Express voiced
concern over not being able to operate larger aircraft
because cf the CAB regulations on commuter air carriers.
Flying Tiger Airlines indicated the need for widespread
geographic coverage, overnight delivery, size and weight
flexibility, docr-tc-door service, route and rate flexi-
bility, and single carrier responsibility.
On November 9, 1S77 the Domestic All-Cargo Deregulation
Secticn of Public Law 95-163 was enacted. This opened
competition in the dcmestic market, eliminated CAB control
17

ever entry and exit in the industry, and curtailed the CAE's
jurisdiction over air freight ratas. Since deregulaticn,
air freight service has rapidly expanded. Its real benefits
appear to fc€ the availability of a wide variety of services
and price options.
Sinc€ deregulation, overnight delivery not only has
become an increasingly important service, but also it has
developed into a prise marketing strategy. The U. S. Post
Office has issued flat fee overnight delivery rates, and
ether delivery services have entered the overnight market.
Additionally, in January 1982, Emery decided, after a
twenty-fcur month trade and consumer research period, to
provide overnight delivery of any size package as well as
lower cost options for delivery by 5 p. m. Emery also
invested in a fifty million dollar cargo sorting and
handling facility, which serves its hub in Dayton, Ohio
[Ref. 8]. The chairman and chief executive officer of Emery
stated "He cannot any longer rely on the commercial airlines
to give us space-when-available when we are generating a
millicn pcunds of cargo a day in the U. S." [Bef. 9]- As a
result, Emery has added more aircraft to its operations so
that it new carries 85 percent of its own cargo (instead of
50 percent carried in 1981) .
Air-cargo specialists anticipate continued annual
growth rates of three to five percent over the next five
years and increased competition between air cargo airlines
and air freight forwarders. The executive vice president of
Flying Tigers Inc. has suggested that during the 1980* s a
number cf large lulti-transport cargo companies will emerge
and will act as both forwarders and airlines [Ref. 10]-
Each company is offering consumers slightly different
services, service tc more cities, money back guarantees,




E. TBE HAVI QOICK TBAHSPOSTATION SISTEH
At th€ end of Wcrld War II the Naval Air Transport
Service (NATS) had 431 aircraft and 26,134 officers and
enlisted personnel £Bef« 11]. Between demobilization and
the Key West Agreement of 1948, the Navy was left with only
limited air cargo service.*
• NATS was merged with the Air Transport Command to become
the Military Air Transport service (MATS) . The Air Force
was directed to provide air transportation for all the Armed
Forces, The Departcent of the Air Force than charged MATS
with the responsibility to satisy each service's airlift
requirements. One of the major difficulties arising from
this action was that airlift capability allocated by MATS
was so imtalanced that users were placed in either a feast
or famine situation [Bef. 11]. During periods of peace,
significant excess capacity was available. However, during
periods of international tension, most airlift capability
was assigned to overseas commitments leaving little domestic
capability to airlift users* requirements.
The Defense Department recognized the individual
services needs for dedicated airlift of high priority cargo
and authorized the logistics agencies of both the Navy and
the Air Force to manage their own airlift services. This
action provided the impetus for the asrablishment of the
Navy*£ Quick Transportation System (QOICKTRANS) contract
airlift services in July, 1950. The QUICKTRANS operation
and the Air Force's Logistic Air System (LOGAIR) satisfied
the all-cargo air service requirement between east and west
coast Naval Supply Centers and fleet commands. This system
ifhe "Key West Agreement" resulted in the realiqnrrent of
functions t«=*ween the Army, Navy, and Air Force and " (fir^rcted
the newly-established Air Force, to provide air transporta-
tion for the Armed Forces except as otherwise assigned.
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was designed with the flexibility of both scheduled and
non-schsduled operations.
In June, 1956 the commercial air carriers contended that
MATS activities were unfairly competing with their opera-
tions and were detrimental to the economic well being of the
industry [Bef. 12]. This argument has arisen often since
that tine in Congressional hearings on military air
transportation-
In 1S61, the decision was made that the military would
enter into contracts with ccmmercial air carriers under
negotiation procedures for both international and domestic
airlift operations. This was the first time that
"the terms and conditions of the request for proposal
(RFF) clearly advised participants Lhat among tne other
factors to be considered by the governmeni; ... is
whether the contractor is an "air carrier" within the
meanings cf the Federal Aviation Act of 1958."
[Ref. 13]
In a statement before a subcommittee hearing in 1963,
Assistant Secretary cf the Air Force Joseph Imirie stated
that the contractual, agreement (for QUICKTRANS and the Air
Borc€*s ICGAIR) was needed because the route structure of
the common carrier did not meet service requirements for
direct resupply service cf primary weapons systems
[Ref. lU],
In August, 1962 a Civil Reserve- Airlift Fleet (CRAF) was
estatlished to assure airlift capability in time cf war or
national emergency. With the provision of a domestic
porticn cf CRAP, the continuity of bcth QUICKTRANS and
I0GAI5 was assured since their present status would net be
affected by either a national emgerency or DOD requirsaients
[Ref. 15]. During this establishment of a domestic CRAF it
was stat€d that the use of dooi-to-door , air-truck combina-
tion delivery service (recently proposed by air carriers)
20

«as being explored by the Defense Traffic Management Service
and the irilitary services.
In 1973 Congressional committees received information
which indicated the need for legislation pertaining to
domestic air carrier operations of the Department of
Eefense. The committees decided that further investigation
was required to determine the extent to which military air
transport operations divert traffic from civilian air lines
CBef. 16].
C. CORREHT QOICKTEiNS OPEBITIONS
The current QOICFTRANS system is a composite of three
separate, commercially operated components, ?Jach ccmpcnent
operates under its own contract or contracts and is inte-
grated into a transportation system through the management
concept cf centralized coordination and control. The
<2UICKTHAKS system is an integral element of the Defense
Transportation System and can best be described as follows:
"QUICKTRAKS is a Navy managed, commercial contrac-c cargo
airlift and truck service system that provides fasr,
flexible, and responsive transportation for hiah-
oricrity Navy and Marine Ccrps cargo moving between
points of manufacture or overhaul, and points of
consumption within the ccntinental United States, It
further provides rapid delivery of air eligible cargo
between points cf generation and Military Airlift
Command (MAC) aerial ports of embarkation." C!lef. 17]
The 1983 QUICKTEANS route structure is displayed in
Appendix A and is primarily an intra-coastal transportation
network operating on both the East and West coast with two
inter-coastal links. Those activities which are listed in
Appendix B and preceded by an asterisk are service points
and these preceded by a plus sign maintain air terminal
operations within the context of the Navy's Cuick
Transportation System, A single air carrier (Transamerica)
21

and terminal contractor (CFZ Air Cargo, Inc) are involved
in the system with a multitude of trucking concerns- A
portion of these trucking firms operate over dedicated truck
routes and form one of the QOICKTRANS dedicated truck
systems (see Appendix C) , ether firms form a dedicated
expansion system (CCNTROCK), and the remaining firms are
involved with the local delivery of the cargo. The primary
dedicated truck system is for t-he purpose of moving truck
load guantity cargo between specific origin-destination
pairs in the normal course cf business. The expansion
system operates over the same routes utilized by the airlift
contractor and provides for 96 hour across country delivery
of excess air freight. The local delivery firms operate in
conjunction with the terminal contractor and deliver the
cargo to the end users.
Oversight of the QaiCKTRANS system is conducted by the
Naval Supply Systems Command Headquarters (NAVSUP) in
Washingtcn, D.C. ard it is coordinated and managed by the
Navy Material Transportation Office (NAVMTO) in Norfolk, Va.
MAC is the contracting and oversight agency for the airlift
segment cf QUICKTRANS; the Navy Regional Contracting Center
(NRCC) , Washington Navy Yard, contracts for freight termi-
naling services; acd, the Military Traffic Management
Command <KTMC) contracts for individual truck routing
between CDIGKTRANS terminals and nearby installations.
The QOICKTRANS system is funded on an annual basis.
This funding is for the explicit purpose of moving high
priority cargo from points of origin to points of destina-
tion within the tine frames established by the Uniform
Materiel Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS) .
DMMIPS time frames for the movement of high priority
material is three calendar days for priorities 01, 02, or 03
and six calendar days for for priorities 04, 05, or 06
[Ref. 18]. This is the total transportation tiae frame
22

allowed .for holdiug the material for transportation,
in-transit movement, and delivery of the material.
Presently, the Navy budgets forty million dollars annually
for all portions of COICKTRANS operations. ($25.5 million
for ail service, $11 nillion on terminal services, and $3.5
million en truck services.) Historically, over ninety-five
percent of each year's budget is actually expended on opera-
tions with the excess remaining unobligated.
QUICKIRANS moves approximately 57,000 tons (2,000 pound
tons) of cargo annually in its network. Approximately fifty
percent cf this cargc moves between the East and West coast,
another thirty percent moves up and down the East coast, and
the remaining twenty percent move-s up and down the West
coast [Hef- 19]. Appendix D (derived from the July 1933
NAVMTO fiscal year-to-date Origin Cargo Distribution Report)
displajs the average monthly quantity of cargo tonnage Boved
between the various origin-destination pairs within the
CUICKTBANS system. The two cargo categories utilized in the
report are AIR and DVl. The classification AIR means that
cargc vhich should have gone by air (it does not mean the
amount cf tcrjiage which did move by air) . DVT means that
tonnage cf material which did not need to move by air (it
does not mean that it did not move by air) . The total for
the priority one and two categories indicate the total
tonnage cf cargo that was moved from' a specific point cf
origin cr received at a specific point of destination, that
should hav« moved by air, by Transportation Priority (TP)
classification. TP1 (equivalent to a;iMIPS priorities 01,
02, 03) requires delivery of cargo within 72 hours of ship-
ment and TP2 (equivalent to UMMIPS priorities 04, C5, C6)
requires delivery within 1't'i hours of shipment.
Since precise data on the quantity of T?1 and TP2 cargo
moved between every pcint of origin to every point cf desti-
nation were not available, it was assumed that the same
23

ratio cf total priority one and two cargo shipped from each
point of origin applied, to all points of destination to
which cargo was shipped. Based on this assumption. Appendix
E shows the quantity, in tons, that should have moved by air
to and frcm the various origin-destination pairs by TP
classifications. Osing the same basic assumption and
further assuming that the DVT category was similarly
distribut€d between priorities. Appendix F shows the total
movement of cargo within the system by TP classification.
24

III. flOICKTHANS CCHTRICTING CRUJlli IM PHOCEDOBES
The'savy's Q0ICKT5ANS system is a combination of three
separately awarded contracts which are required to fulfill
different system needs. Award of each contract is the
responsibility of a different government agency and requires
the use of tailored contracting criteria and procedures in
order tc elicit the desired commercial response. The
following sections briefly describe the contract require-
ments and the procedures necessary for the award of the
airlift, terminaling, and land-haul service contracts.
i. aiBIIfT SERVICES
In very general terms, the contractor is responsible for
providing air transportation services over the routes
prescribed in the airlift contract. These routes are estab-
lished by the Administrative Contracting Officer (ACQ),
NAVMTO. The various services required by the contract
include performance of flight operations with contractor
operated aircraft and all contractor provided services such
as maintenance, fleet service, ground services and supfly
support cf aircraft. Additionally, the contractor must
provide sufficient operational and crew personnel tc ensure
the capability tc properly support the flights and provide
appropriate ground services [Ref. 20]. The following
subsections address the airlift contract requiremer.ts and
procedures in more detail and are limited to the mere
restrictive requirements set forth in the contract.
25

1 . Cri ter ia
The criteria fcr the airlift contract are based on
reguiremerits derived from two separate sources - federal
legislation which includes both the Federal Aviaticr. Act of
1958 [Ref. 21] and Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 121
[Bef. 22] and the Department of the Navy which provides the
operational criteria for the contract. This section
describes first the Federal Government reguirements and then
the Navy's Operational reguirements.
a. Federal Criteria
The aircraft offered for the QOICKTRANS airlift
contract must be of United States registry, owned or
controlled by an air carrier, and suitable for domestic CPAF
allocation at the time of offer. This statement contains a
number of prereguisites which must be met before an offer
can be made for consideration.
The airlift contract is conditioned upon the
contractor meeting two federally mandated reguirements. The
first is that the contractor must be an "Air Carrier" within
the meaning of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 and the
second reguirement is that the contractor must hold an oper-
ating certificate in accordance with Federal Aviation
Regulations. Section 101(3) of the Ace defines air carriers
as follows:
"Air carrier means any citizen of the United States who
undertakes, whether directly or indirectly. or by a lease
irta-
.r
carriers wqo are cci: airectiy engagea m the operation
of aircraft m air transportation from the provisions of
this act to the extent and fcr such oeriods as aay be in
the public interest." [Ref. 21]
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Additionally, section 401(a) of the Act states:
"No air carrier shall engage in any air transportation
unless there is in force a certificate issued by the
board authorizing such air carriers to engage in such
transportation" tB^^* 21].
The certificate referred to in this section of the Act is
the Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity and
requires that a carrier must prove that a public need exists
and that the carrier is fit, willing, and able to provide
the needed service [ Bef - 23]. Concurrently, the certificate
may specify the comcdities to be hauled, the areas to be
served, and the routes to be used. Federal Aviation
Regulations, Part 121 [Ref. 22] set forth the specific
requirements for an air carrier's operating certificate, the
criteria to be met, and the procedures necessary for each
air carrier classification to obtain such a certificate.
Suitability for the CRAF arises because the CRAF
Program is a national plan for the utilization of commercial
airlift resources when needed to support Department of
Defense requirements in an airlift or national emergency.
Since seme aircraft types are more appropriate than others
in fulfilling defense emergency airlift requirements, the
CRAF program specifies the types of aircraft which are
deemed suitable for allocation. The following types of
aircraft have been determined to fulfill the Department of
Defense requirements and are eligible for the domestic CRAF
in connection with bcth LOG AIR and QUICKTRANS contracts:
CC-9-30 Series B-727C or QC




The COICKTBANS airlift criteria set forth by the
Navy can te categorized into the following three categories:
Equipment and Services, Operational Requirements, and
Administrative Requirements. Each category is discussed
separately in the following sections.
0) Equi pment and Ser vices. The contract
provisions for airlift services are very specific when
addressing aircraft requirements and more generalized when
addressing the other various types of equipment and services
which are required for the performance of the contract.
Both equipment and services can be classified as either
contractor furnished cr government furnished and, if govern-
ment furnished, as either reimbursable or non -reimbursable.
The aircraft offered for the QDICKTRANS
airlift contract must be a turbine-powered aircraft capable
cf acccmncdating 463L pallets (54" X 88" or 108" X 88"),
have a minimum aircraft cabin load (ACL) of '6,000 pcunds
and 16 pallet positicrs (54 » x 88"), and stra ight-ir, truck
bed height leading. These specific requirements are based
upon a number of different considerations which are related
to efficiency and Air Force air transportation requirements.
In the mia to late 1960*s the Office of the Assistant
Secretary cf Defense (OASD) issued a directive which fcrced
the military to switch from piston-driven engines to the
more powerful turbine-powered. This switch was predicated
on the airlift ability of the engines. The piston engines
did net provide the airlift capabilities deemed necessary
for the envisioned airlift requirements of the domestic




Th€ pallet requirements are based on the
U63L pallet being the the standard military pallet selected
by the Air Force for air cargo transportation. Usage of
this type of pallet allows the users to build pallet trains
and square pallets which are compatible with the MAC trans-
portation system. The poundage and pallet position require-
ments were derived from the anticipated demand for air
transportation. The poundage requirement is based on the
expected average weight requirements for coast-to-coast
shipments and the number cf pallet positions allows for
oversize cargo such as periscopes, helicopter rotor blades,
aircraft propellers ard aircraft engines. Smaller aircraft
cabin lead capabilities were deemed to be inefficient given
the lift capability of the engines. The loading require-
ments are predicated on the concepts of minimizing bcrh
ground rime and loading times. By using straight-in, truck
bed height loading, pallets can be built on the ground,
pre-pcsitioned for loading, and loaded or unloaded with
minimum difficulty or delay. This reduces both gound time
for the aircraft and loading time for the cargo, thereby
increasing operational efficency of the aircraft by allowing
for mere flight time and air lifted cargo per day. The only
aircraft which is eligible for allocation to the domestic
CRAF which offers such capabilities is the L- 100-30.
Additional aircraft configuration require-
ments call for two permanent foam rubber or equivalent
covered seats with spearately controlled reading lamps.
These seats must be installed in the heated portion of the
aircraft and are required for the purpose of transporting
route inspectors, ARFCOS personnel, and protective service
personnel who are required to accompany certain DOD cargo.
In order to facilitate the previously mentioned loading
objectives, the aircraft must also be equipped with a 463L
compatible cargo pallet loading system which includes door
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and sill protection, ball transfer plates (side loading
aircraft only) , retractable pallet locks and side guides.
There are also other -aircraft reguireuents
mandated in the coctract which are less restrictive in
nature and, therefore, are not included in the discussion of
criteria Icr the purpose of this study.
The contractor is reguired to furnish all
facilities, supplies, weight and balance forms, other forms,'
teletype paper, tape, ribbon and other material, and eguip-
flient to support and perform the airlift reguirements speci-
fied in the contract. Furthermore, the contractor is
expected to be self-supporting at all bases of operations.
The only exception to this reguirement is that the govern-
ment will furnish tfce eguipment and services indicated in
Appendix G en a no-ccst basis. The contract specifies that
the contractor will supply its own APU, air start unit, and
ether eguipment necessary to perform scheduled maintenance
as well as special eguipment such as row bars and eguipment
for handling the aircraft.
All airport service fees and charges
incurred in the execution of the airlift contract will not
te reimbursed expect when such charges and fees are incurred
because the government directed the air carrier to load or
unload or purchase fuel at an airport not listed in Appendix
E (and followed by an asterisk) or to land at an airport
that was not a military installation.
(2) Operational Requirements. The QUICK TRANS
system has a number cf specific points where cargo origi-
nates, is collected for shipment or disbursement, or is
consumed. These points are egually distributed on both the
East and West coasts. Accordingly, the contractor is
reguired to have a flight schedule similiar tc Appendix H in
order to service these points with the desired freguency.
There are provisions for departures from the schedule in the
area cf specific holidays.
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Th€ main cargo service points at Travis
.AFB, NAS North Island, NAS Norfolk, Charleston AFB, NAS
Jacksonville, and Dover AFB must be served seven days a week
in order to expedite cargo movement and keep both cargo
weight and volume at a consistent level. The ground time
allowed at each of the service points, which includes the
contractor's loading and unloading of cargo, is specifically
stated in the contract and ranges from a minimum of one hour
to a maximum of two hours.
The only restrictions which are placed on
the type of cargo which may be transported on the aircraft
revolves around the ownership of the cargo. The contractor
is restricted to transporting only government owned or
directed cargo and the government reserves the right to
utilize all of the excess cabin capacity, over the guaran-
teed aircraft load, to transport any additional cargo it
deems necessary at no additional cost. The ccntractcr,
however, may transport reguirad route support items in any
excess cabin space with the permission of the AGO.
In addition to the normally expected
cargo, the contractor lUst also transport hazardous
materials and classified secret protective security service
(PSS) , confidential signature security service (SSS) , or
sensitive signature service required - QDICKTRANS only
(SSR-QTO) materials. The transportation of hazardous
materials is provided for in Air Force regulation 71-4 as
provided for by the Department of Transportation (DOT)
exemption 7573 and CCT, FAA, and International Aviation
Transportation Authority (lATA) regulations. The transpor-
tation of classified material places more than just airlift
requirements upon the contractor. There are specific
security requirements which must be met. These requirements
are set forth in the Industrial Security Manual (DOD
5220. 22-K) and the carrier supplement thereto. These
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requirements include, but are not limited to, the
establishment of aduinistrative procedures to insure the
maximum degree of safeguard for classified information, the
clearance of all contractor personnel who are involved in
the receipt, transportation, handling or release of classi-
fied material up to the security classification of secret,
and the issuance of security identification cards to those
employees.
The last major operational area tc be
addressed is that of aircraft maintenance. The aircraft
provided under the conditions of the airlift contract are
expected to be capable of completing the required flights
without requiring scheduled maintenance. It is the contrac-
tor's responsibility to arranqe for all scheduled mainte-
nance and to provide for the movement of aircraft tc and
from his selected maintenance activity without charge to the
government. These aircraft movements and periods of incper-
ability are not considered part of the scheduled route oper-
ations. The only maintenance actions to be performed at
military installations are bona fide emergencies and enroute
or turnaround services. No charge will be assessed against
the contractor for any government furnished services
required tc perform these enroute or turnaround maintenance
checks or services,
(3) Administrative Requirements. As with all
contracts, the airlift contract, contains a number of
requirements which can be considered administrative in
nature. The contract is for a one year period, ccmmencing
on 1 October each year and terminating on 30 September the
following year. If required, it may be extended it monthly
increments for nc more than three months.
Although a firm schedule is required under
the contract and the contractor may be penalized for viola-
tions of that schedule, the government reserves the right to
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revise the flight schedule cr route pattern with eight hours
notice. Additionally, the government has the right to delay
any schedule departure time up to a maximum of four hours
and the contractor is not entitled to any compensation for
such changes in schedule, routes, or delays. The contractor
is evaluated each month on his ability to keep to the fixed
flight schedule. A ncnthl'y schedule reliability rating is
computed through a fcrmula which utilizes contractor caused
delays and cancellaticns
,
penalty values based on the length
of the delays, and the number of actual departures during
the month. The results of this rating are then used during
the next contract award cycle. If the contractor does not
maintain a linimum acceptable rating, then the contractor's
award index will be reduced by the percentage difference
between the years average rating and the minimum acceptable
rating. The award index will also be reduced if the carrier
fails to achieve 60 percent of their revenues from civil air
transportation during a specified one year period. The
amount of reduction will be equal to the percentage differ-
ence between the 6C percent requirement and the actual
percentage achieved.
With any gcvernment endeavor certain
requirements are inevitable. Reports are such a require-
ment. The airlift contract requires that the contractor
maintain a Captain's Trip Report to record all deviations
from the schedules and any reasons for such deviations. A
copy of this report must be furnished to the AGO on a weekly
basis. An Aircraft Plot Report is also required to be
submitted twice daily detailing the scheduled flights for
the next 24 hour period. MAC requires that the contractor
report LCGAIH/QOICKTFANS traffic statictics on a monthly
tasis. The final report is a aonthly Fuel Report which
identifies the fuel brought into and taken out of the
QaiCKTRANS system. The amounts of fuel brought into and
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taken out cf the system are reconciled at the end of each
month with either the contractor or the government receiving
credit for the differences in the balance. This last report
is an important one since the fuel utilized in the execution
cf the QOICKTRANS airlift contract is provided to the
contractor en a no-cost basis.
When a contractor is providing transporta-
tion services which include both the movement of passengers
and cargo, the carrier must, at its own expense, procure and
maintain passenger and public liability insurance to at
least th€ minimuB liaits allowed by law. This coverage must
te demonstrated to the contracting officer by the presenta-
tion of a Certificate cf Insurance. During periods when the
CRAF is activated, the government will idemnify the
contractor against less of or damage to CRAF aircraft and
claims by third parties, provided the contractor carries
Non-prettimum War Risk Insurance. Since only government
cargo is involved in the execution of this contract, the
government relieves the contractor of liability for loss of
or damage to any and all government cargo transported by the
contractor in the performance of the contract, except if
such loss or damage should result from the misconduct or
lack cf good faith on the part cf the contractor.
Since the airlift contract is expressly
for the purpose of movement of military high priority cargo,
certain precautions must be taken to avoid the possibility
of interrtjptions of that cargo movement. The most likely
form cf interruption would be a strike by the contractor's
employees. Accordingly, the contractor must negotiate a no
work stoppage agreement with their employees for the dura-
tion cf the contract.
The final administrative matters involving
the contract are the procedures for payment for services
performed under the contract. Under the contract, the
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contractcr is to be paid $5 •0667 per air statute mile flcwn
and $250-00 per clirected landing, regardless of the weight
cr volume of cargo carried. The mileage flown is determined
ty utilizing the Civil Aeronautics Board's (CAB) great
circle ccmputed statute miles from airport to airport. In
order to be paid for landings, those landings must be
scheduled landings directed by the government. These dc not
include landings for fuel, crew changes, or emergency land-
ings. Payment will be made upon receipt and verification of
the contractors certifed invoice by the ACO. The verifica-
tion will be accomplished by the ACO who will compare the
contractor's invoice with a QOICKTRANS Flight Following
Report fcrnished by the government. In addition to payment
for the liiles flown and directed landings, the government
will reimburse the contractor for the previously mentioned
items which are considered reimbursable.
2« Piocedures
The QOICKTRANS airlift contract procedures commence
with a purchase reguest from the Naval Supply Systems
Command (NAT^SUP) in approximately June of each year. Eased
upon this request, the DO D manager for airlift services,
MAC, issues a request for proposal (RFP) for a fixed price
negotiated procurement action in August. The criteria
previously mentioned in this chapter forms the basis of the
solicitation document.
The reason the airlift contract is a negotiated
procuremer.t instead of a formally advertized procurement is
contained in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
the air carrier and the Air Force. The HOU is for the
purpose of establishing the guidelines to facilitate the
solicitation, negotiation, and placement of DOD contracts
for airlift services. The MOU establishes the agreement
between the two parties involved that the carrier will
participate in the CBiF. It further states:
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"that the parties agree that the CAB methodology by
which minimum rates for DOD airlift service contracts
were established was an effective means of establishing
fair and reasonable rates and furthering the objectives
of the CRAF program; therefore, the parties aaree to the
continued use or the CAB-established methodology, to the
extent reasonable practicable, in their negoxiation of
rates for "future DOD airlift service requirements"
[Ref. 2«i],
MAC utilizes a bidders list comprised of eligible
air carriers similiar to the list contained in Appendix I-
A solicitation docunent is forwarded to each eligible
carrier on the list in an attempt to stimulate interest and
result in a proposal. All responsive bidders are subject to
a pre-a*ard on-site equal opportunity compliance review to
ensure the prospective contractor is able to comply with the
provision of the Equal Opportunity clause contained in the
solicitation document and with all other Defense Acquisition
Eegulaticns (DAR) contract clause provisions.
Additional requirements which must be met before an
cffer can be considered for award include an evaluation of
the carrier's financial and technical abilities. The
contractor must demonstrate its financial ability to perform
the contract through submission of current financial state-
ments and other requested financial data in addition to
allowing the government to audit its financial records, if
requested. Evaluation of technical ability is based upon
the evidence submitted- to the Contracting Officer which
demonstrates the contractor's ability to furnish the types
and quantities of aircraft, in an acceptable configuration,
necessary to perform the contract provisions and ether
informaticn on past experience or performance, management
controls, aircraft and pilot records, etc.
The award of the airlift contract is based on the
number of aircraft, ty type, which are made available for
use ty both LOGAIH and QOICKTRANS and for allocation to the
CRAF, the relative value to the MAC mission of those
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aircraft offered and accepted by MAC, and the lowest overall
cost to the govern lent, including the cost of the fuel
furnished by the government.
The dollar aitcunt of domestic business to be offered
to the offeror, for both LOGAIR and QUICKTRANS, is based
upon th€ the Mobilization Base Index (MBI) . The MEI is the
sum total of the Mobilization Value (MV) of each aircraft
type offered and accepted by MAC. Table I shows the MV for










tion Ease ?alues for Domestic Aircraft |
Speed (Knots) ACL (Tons) MV
3U5 17.895 6. 174
3 25 17.431 5.665 1
2 45 21.755 5.330 1
245 19.005 4.656
1
3 8 2 45 15.920 3.900 1
240 17.310 4.154 j
1
Eacfc offerer's domestic MBI divided by the total
domestic Mobilization Base Indices for all offerors is the
fraction of the LOGAIR and/cr QUICKTRANS contract which will
be offered to the contractor. However, in determining the
tenative cellar awards the first consideration will te given
to broadening of the mobilization base, second consideration
will te given to effective route operations, and the third
consideration will be given to the lowest overall cost to
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the govexEiDsnt, including fuel. These considerations will,
to the €xt€nt necessary, take precedence over the award
computation described above.
The contract which results from this process will
specify the ACL guaranteed by the government, the route
patterns to be flown, the total miles purchased and the unit
price per aircraft mile, the total estimated number of
directed landings, the unit price per directed landing, and
the total price of the contract.
E. tebhibaihg services
Eridging the gap between long distance airlift movement
and local pick-up and delivery trucking is the terminaling
service. The contractor for this service is generally
responsible for the smooth interface and through-pat of
cargo between the different transportation modes. In addi-
tion to the warehousing and movament of QOICKTHANS cargo,
the terminaling contractor has the responsibility for
several cargo handling reguirements and ancillary services,
as well as many administrative and reporting reguirements
[Bef. 25]. In the following subsections the more signifi-
cant contractual reguirements for terminaling services will
be addressed. Fcllowing that will be a review of the proce-
dures leading to the formulation of the terminaling services
contract and its award.
1 . Criter ia
The criteria for the terminaling contract are based
solely en requirements formulated by NAVMTO, which is the
single manager for Navy material movement. These reguir-
ments may :a classified in five general areas: Terminal
Operations, Facilities and Equipment, Services,




a. Terminal Cperaticns Requirements
This requirement calls on the contractor for the
specific movement of QOICKTRANS carqo and ballast in the
loading and unloading of government or commercially cwred
vehicles. Included in these are aircraft, trucks and ship-
ping containers. There are also contract provisions for the
warehousing of cargo while it is between transportation
modes. Additionally, the terminaling contractor must
construct his terminaling services in such a way that they
are compatible physically and informationally with three
ether cargo movement systems. This interface must exist
among QUICKTRANS and the Northeast Dedicated Truck System,
the CONTHUCK system and, for less-than-truckload shipments,
the Tidewater (Virgiria) Area Rapid Delivery System. The
contract also delineates the times of the day that the
contractcr must provide terminaling services at each of the
nine locations. These are flexibly determined by the hours
cf. operation of the Iccal QOICKTRANS user activities.
t. Facilities and Equipment Requirements
While tie physical structures for QOICKTRANS
terminaling are provided for by the government, the
contractcr must provide and maintain enclosed and secure
areas for SSS, PSS, SSR-QTO and refrigerated material.
Cperaticnal equipment provided for by the contractor include
necessary material handling equipment, weighing scales for
cargo and vairious handling equipments for ramp services.
The terminaling contractor must obtain and put in place all
computer equipment necessary for the operation of the
QUICKTRANS IIIFOSYSTEH as well as data communications termi-
nals for the COMNET system. In addition, the .ontracxcr is
required tc maintain certain publications and forms, and to




Several services in support of the overall
QOICKTHAKS operation are required of the terminal
contractor. Primary among these are the arrangement for
fuel and servicing for the airlift contractor as well as the
provision of ramp services for the aircraft. The contractor
also must provide cargo pick-up and delivery services for
user activities in the vicinity of each terminal. Lesser
services extended include handling of escort and courier
passengers, maintenance of telephone and cargo monitoring
services, and general housekeeping of all facilities and
equipment supplied by the government.
d. Administrative Requirements
Among the many administrative reguireiceDts
imposed en the contractor, three stand out with particular
significance. The first is the assumption of limited
liatlility ty the contractor for any loss or damage of cargo
in the entire QOICKIBANS system. In essence, damage and
loss less the one quarter of one per cent of the value of a
monthly average of cargo in the sytem is absorbed by the
Navy. Everything in excess of that is a liability assumed
by the contractor. Secondly, the contractor must assume
liablility, as the Department of Transportation
certificating party, that all shipments of hazardous
material are packaged and labeled in accordance with the
provisicns of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations
and of other regulations. Lastly, the contractor must
establish and maintain a quality control program for the
maintenance of contract requirements and standards. The
program must include an inspection system, methodology for
discrepancy identification, and documentation of inspection
results and corrective actions. Lesser administrative
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requireinents range from exclusivity in use of goverrment
facilities and coordination of pallet return from users to
adherence to local regulations and maintenance of telephone
listings,
€. Reporting fiequirements
Of all cf the requirement areas, reporting
provides the greatest number of individual tequirements.
The contract identifies thirty one reports that are required
to be initiated by the contractor and transmitted to the
&C0. These have been divided into three categories: opera-
tional reports, performance reports and management reports.
Several reports provide information that is duplicated in
reports that are required of the airlift contractor.
Ostensibly, this is dene to provide verification of critical
data.
Operational reports account for seventeen of all
the reporting requirements and fall generally into three
types. The first deals with loading configurations and
statistics cf both cargo on pallets and pallets on aircraft.
The second type provides accountability for aircraft fuel
entering and exiting the QOICKTRANS system. The last type
of operational reporting requirement provides control, moni-
toring anc routing of aircraft and flights.
The second category of reports, those concerning
performance, are comprised cf seven reports of two types.
The first of these analyzes scheduling and delay of flights
while the second addresses terminal performance and overall
system reliability.
The remaining reports all have to do with
management information and are of three types. The first
identifies demand and usage of the system while the second
type analyzes the distribution of cargo throughout the
system. Finally, reports are furnished which provide
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informaticn on certain cargo types such as hazardous
material and security service cargo.
2 • Procedures
The contracting of QOICKTRANS terminaling services
has been an annual event. Following determination of
reguirements, NAVHTC forwards a contract reguest to NECC
Washington. From that document a Reguest For Proposal is
developed and subsequently is advertised in the Commerce
Business Daily. The RFP is also forwarded individually to
several ccmpanies that are maintained on a bidder's list.
Respondents to the RFP become liable for a pre-award survey
to assure to their adherence to general government
contracting reguireaents and to the specific contract's
capability reguirements. Following negotiations, the award
is made as a fixed price award fee contract. The successful
respondent is contracted from 1 October to 30 September.
While the terminaling services contract is not
advertised as a sole source award, there has been only one
capable scurce for the past several years, CFE Air Cargo
Inc. CFE has enjoyed this position based on its singular
ability to demonstrate the capability of meeting the
reguirements of volume and time considerations within the
QOICKTRANS system.
In an attempt at stimulating competition and
relieving the scle scurce situation, NA7MT0 submitted its
contract request for terminal services commencing in Fiscal
Year 1983 as a multi-year procurement. Due to amendment
reguirements for changes in quality assurance and the tight-
ening cf ether contract reguirements, there was insufficient
response time for multi-year award to be a reality for
Fiscal Year 1933. That year's award was again made to CFE
and the nclti-year aspect was delayed until commenceonect cf




The land-haul component of the QOICKTRANS system is the
simplest segment in terms of both criteria and procedures.
The land-haul services component is a network of indepen-
dently owned and operated trucking firms which are respon-
sible for the pick-up of cargo at a specified points of
orgin for delivery tc specific points of destination,
1 • Criteria
The major criteria necessary for this portion of the
QOICKTRAKS system are the Federal and State requirements for
the ccmmercial transpcrtati en of goods, both between states
and/or within a state, the appropriate transportation equip-
ment, and security requirements for transportation of confi-
dential material.
In order to be eligible to contract for the movement
cf government cargo for QOICKTRANS, the carrier must have
the necessary operating authority from both the Interstate
Commerence Commission (ICC) (for interstate routes) and the
appropriate state transportation authorities for intrastate
routes. Each state has its own requirements for a ccirmer-
cial operating licence; however, these requirements are
generally similiar in nature to those established by the
ICC.
The type of equipment a carrier must have is deter-
mined by the trunk route for which it is applying. The
carrier must have the appropriate type and size equipment
necessary tc transport the normal cargo volume and weight
generated at the specific pcin-s of origin from which it
would operate. Since all route requirements are different,




Security requirements arise because the carrier must
be* capable of transporting SSS material either to or from
terminal facilities or between other QUICKTRANS service
points. The basic security requirement which must be met is
that cf security clearances for those contractor employees
«ho would receive, transport, or deliver confidential cargo.
These employees must hold a confidential security clearance.
2. Procedures
The procedures utilized in award of a route to a
specific carrier are straight forward and uncomplicated.
The process starts when a contractor submits a Uniform
Tender of Bates and/cr Charges for Transportation Services
to the Contracting Officer. This is a one year tender to
the 0. S. Government (not to the Navy or QUICKTRANS) and
cffers -to transport a particular freight classification,
normally Freight All Kinds, between specific points. The
tender may exclude specific types of cargo, such as ammuni-
tion and explosives, from the offer.
Tfce tender may be based upon either a truck load
(TL) rate or a less than truck load (LTL) rate. The TL
rates are utilized fcr the dedicated QUICKTRANS routes and
the LTL rates are utilized for the local delivery services
discussed previously under the terminal contract. The dedi-
catee route service ctarges include the exclusive use of the
vehicle fcr the purpose of transporting government cargo,
expedited service, and some combination of shipper/consignee
load cr unload service (varies by tender)
.
Since the
service tc be provided may vary from trip to trip, addi-
tional considerations are also provided fcr in the tender.
The charge may be based upon either a one-way or round trip.
In either case a firm price per trip is specified regardless
of the actual weight or volume transported. Additional
charges may be specified when there is a requirement for the
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transportation of SSS material or when intermediate stops
are required between the origin and termination points.
Competition nay not be an obvious part cf this
procedure; however, it does exist for at least some of the
routes. The land-hual services are competitive in that the
carrier with the lowest cost for a specific route is
selected for that route. Carriers in highly competitive
areas must be competitive in order to qualify for award of
the rcut€. Onforturately , carriers in less competitive
areas do not have to be as concerned about the competitive-
ness of their tenders.
Upon determination of need, NA7MT0 will contact MTMC
and obtain a standing route order for a specific route. A
standing route order is nothing more than a tender which has
been accepted and converted into a coni:ract by MTMC.
as

I?. COHHEBCIAL AIH CARGO INDOSTRY
This chapter idertifies the rationale and process for
the selection of a ccmmercial air cargo carrier as a repre-
sentative of the industry, and describes the structural
characteristics and service capabilities of the
representative.
A. SEIECTICH PROCESS FOR A REPRESENTATIVE CARRIER
In order to assess the viability of having a commercial
alternative to QOICKTRANS, a large domestic air cargo
carrier that was most representative of the industry was
desired fcr compariscn. from the multitude of listed air
cargc carriers (Ref, 26], five were initially contacted:
Federal Express, Purclator, Emery Worldwide, Flying Tigers,
and Airkcrne Express. From these, only one representative
was to be drawn since the desire for single carrier respon-
sibility was one cf the principal motivatin-g factors
directing this study. This desire was premised in the logic
that, with cne carrier, fewer duplications of effort would
be expected; reductions in handling between carriers would
tend to reduce loss ard damage in transit and would enhance
through-put time; a singular transportation base rats would
simplify contract adiinist ration, invoice submission and
kill paying; and the fixing of responsibility for the love-
ment cf cargo would ce straight forward.
The five above mentioned carriers were contacted by
telephone. A complete service and rate guide was reguested
from each as soon as possible. None, save Emery, responded
to the first request. Emery provided its domestic service
and rats guide [Hef- 27] as well as its pick-up and delivery
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tariff guid€ [ Bef. 28]. These two items were delivered viai
Emery's cwn door-to-dcor delivery service. The information
nas received on the morning of the second business day
following the request. The four remaining carriers were
subsequently re-contacted and the requests were restated.
Furolator replied, by United States Postal Service, with its
service and rate guide nine days after the second request.
The three remaining carriers never responded to the
requests, and information regarding their service capabili-
ties was obtained frcm public sources.
The selection of the representative carrier was prima-
rily dependent on carrier capabilities and services offered,
although author expediency and ease in obtaining data and
information were influencing factors. The capability and
service differences between carriers were considered in a
very broad sense. The carrier selection was primarily based
on the ability to icve the types and quantities of cargo
between the various locations in the same way it is
currently perofrned by the existing QOICKTRANS contractors.
The five alternative carriers were disposed of as
follows:
(1) Flying Tigers was immediately dropped from consider-
ation when it was determined that door-to-door pickup
and delivery service was not offered. The absence of
the service would require the contracting of an addi-
tional carrier (s) to transport Navy cargo between air
terminals served by Plying Tigers and Navy user activi-
ties. This would clearly be outside the criterion of
single carrier responsibility.
(2) Following identification of company imposed restric-
tions OD size and weight of cargo that could be shipped,
three additional carriers (Federal Express, Purolator
and Airborne Express) were dropped from consideration.
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(3) Emery Worldwide, the surviving alternative,
advertises that it will deliver any size, any weight
shipment to any point in the United. States [Ref. 29],
The varieties of service selections and shipping options
offered are described in the succeeding sections of this
chapter.
While Emery Worldwide has been selected as a commercial
representative fcr mcdeling and comparison with QOICKTSANS,
this is in no way a recommendation for Emery nor a recommen-
dation against the other carriers as contractual successors
to the CCICKTRANS system. Bather, at the time of this
research, Emery either offered the most inclusive existing
air freight services among its competitors or it displayed
capabilities likely to be replicated by the rest of the
industry in the event that the movement of Navy high
priority cargo is offered to competitive commercial
contract.
E. EBEEY SEB7ICE CHIBACTERISTICS AMD CAPABILITIES
In this section Emery *s customer service options for
timeliness and convenience are defined and explained.
Following those, varicus other characteristics and capabili-
ties of Emery are identified. They are segmented into
general, airlift, terminaling and land-haul categories for




Emery has two classes of Monday to Friday service,
emergency and standard, each of which is divided into types.
While all classes and types of service will accomodate any
size and any weight shipments between points anywhere in ths
continental Onited States, the distinctions between them ara
Ud

tased on timeliness considerations. Decreasing timeliness
of- service is paralled by decreasing cost.
Emery offers two types of emergency class service-
The quickest is Same Day service which guarantees delivery
on the sam*; day provided pickup is accomplished by a certain
time of cay. The other is 9AM Deadline service which guar-
antees delivery by 9aM the following day. Again, the pickup
constraint exists.
There are three types of standard service offered by
Emery. The AM and PM services assure delivery the next
morning or afternoon respectively. Emery Day-2 service
(with rates 30-UO percent below PM service) guarantees
delivery en the second business day following pickup.
The additional service options, supplementary tc any
of the atcve, are Saturday service, EP/BP service and door-
to-door service. Saturday service, currently available for
all types of service ether than Day-2, allows for pickup on
Friday and delivery before 5 PM on Saturday or pickup on
Saturday and delivery on the next Tuesday. EP/BP service
extends the service area cf each Emery service office to
include all off-line points - those locations which lie
outside the normal transportation distribution network.
Eoor-tc-door service is available to all points anywhere,
anytime during normal business hours. All of the above
service options are provided at additional cost.
2. Gen era l Chara cteri stics and Capabilitie s
Described in national advertising by its founder,
John C. Emery II, Eiery Wcrldwide is a full-service trans-
portation system and not merely a cargo handling operaticn.
Hith an average of fifty- thousand shipments weighing 1.6
million pounds moving through its system each day, Emery
maintains information and control for each shipment through
its automated EMCON (EMery CONtrol) system. A real-time.
a9

on-line telcommunications network, EHCON can provide ins-tan-
taneous shipment tracing and expediting information 2U ^ours
a day. Emery custoners may link with EMCON either by tele-
phone or through the user's own data terminals. This
service is provided without additional charge. Otilizing a
major IBM data processing system, Emery gathers management
and operational information. Selected data on shipment
weight, acvement, and frequency, as well as limited user-
specific statistics, are avilable to Emery customers.
Maintaining primarily 3727 and DCS aircraft in its
air fleet, Emery has cockpit seating for two couriers or
escorts on each flight. Without refrigeration equipment at
either its terminals or in its aircraft, Emery can forward
refrigerated items only if they are packed in dry ice and
then cnly in accordarce with the regulations for hazardous
materials spceified in Title U9 of the Cede of Federal
Regulations. Most ether allowable hazardous material are
handled ty Emery with the exception of Class "A" explosives,
poisons, and fissionable radioactive materials.
Discussions with Emery corporate managers indicates
that they would not be likely to apply to receive hazardous
material exemptions from the Department of Transportation in
order to fly unique Navy cargo. They did express the
ability to guarantee novement of cargo in the event of labor
disputes. Historical references of no work stoppages during
strikes were cited. Emery managers expressed willingness to
handle classified material. Observations at local terminals
revealed the presence of high security cages for valuable
shipments. Primary concern was directed to shipment value
in excess of ten dollars per pound. Maintaining full insur-
ance requirements for both passengers and cargo, corporate
managers fcund the liability requirements for loss and
damage in transit in QUICKTaANS contracts to be quite
reasonable and acceptable. Emery corporate headquarters has
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cited a very low, and decreasing, damage and loss in transit
rate and has indicated a claim resolution timeframe of from
two tc four weeks,
Emery headquarters has indicated the likelihood of
improved service timeliness and possible Saturday deliveries
at selected locations without charge in the event of signif-
icant Navy business- In both instances the requirements for
large volumes of cargo, possible cross subsidization, and
maintenance of a mininum prcfit incentive were mentioned in
crder for such services to be realized.
Emery maintains a cost structure based on shipment
weight and zoning of origin-destination pairs (see
Appendixes J and K)
.
These are increased by fees for
special handling, special products, and special services and
are reduced by large shipmert weight discounts.
3» Airlift Capabilities
Net possessing a certificate of public convenience
and necessity, Emery recently abandoned its licensing as an
all cargo scheduled airline in favor of licensing as an air
freight forwarder. This certification eases some of the
more stringent aircraft safety requirements and facilitates
movement of cargo on other carriers' aircraft or vehicles
when in-hcuse capabilities are fully utilized.
Emery currently maintains a fleet of sixty-three
aircraft cfwhich twenty-six are wholly owned B727«s of
United States registry. The remaining thirty-seven
aircraft, mostly DC8»s, are chartered or leased either
permanently or temporarily from other carriers. Most of the
aircraft in the fleet are completely self-sufficient in
operations and Emery maintains facilities .for self-
sufficiency in maintenance, refueling, and servicing. The
size cf the fleet is completely flexible and is dependent on
demand of services. While none of the Smery-cwned aircraft
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are designated to the CRAF, most of the other carriers char-
tering tc Emery have done so. •
The B727»s and DC8' s used almost exclusivley in the
Emery air fleet are configured as side-loaded, rolling
container cargo aircraft. Bhile the Air Force U63L pallet
(108" by 88") can be loaded, the larger, more popular and
space efficient 125" by 88" netted pallets and closed
containers are used. The maximum dimension across one of
the containers is approximately 140" thus limiting outsize
cargo. Very thin cargo (approximately 4" maximum) of
greater lengths can be placed in aircraft between containers
and the interior aircraft bulkheads. Corporate management
has indicated that, on an exception basis, Emery can and
will charter aircraft or vehicles as needed to handle
cutsi2e cargo. Again, the profit incentive was cited as the
factcr tc be satisfied.
The scheduling of aircraft within the Emery system
is extrenely flexible. With 70,000 miles of flight opera-
tions per day, changes are generally made daily in seme
portion cr other. The driving factors are customers'
demands for delivery times.*
**• Ter minalinq Ca pabilities
One hundred and thirty-nine terminals of various
size are operated by Emery, at or near airports throughout
the country. These serve as con soli da tied receiving and
shipping points for metropolitan areas and outlying areas
served by the terminal office. The local terminal is the
focal point for build-up and break-down of containerized
shipmeExs. While the termiral can preposition containers at
a customer location if necessary, preference is given for
either pick-up cf laterial in break-bulk or pick-up on
customer pallets for later return. This preference is based
en the desire to preclude customer warehousing of containers
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and to provide more effective utilization of containers
during sort and pack operations at the terminal.
Each evening, all cargo is containerized and trucked
to the n€arty airport for air shipment to the hub terminal.
Excess shipment quantities are either trucked to the nearest
airport fcr eiirlift to the hub, or are consigned to other
carriers fcr shipment to Emery offices nearest the shipment
destinaticns.
The hub terminal at the Dayton, Ohio airpcrt
consists of a quarter million square foot full-service ware-
house situated on a 2. 2 million square foot ramp. All
system shipments are sorted at the hub each evening, are
re-contain€rized and are leaded aboard fifty waiting
aircraft for shipment to local terminals. The sort opera-
tion is accomplished on a near fully automated conveyor
system which utilizes postal zip codes for directing the
shipments. Total scrt and re-distribution time for all
system shipments is approximately five to six hours per day.
The hub terminal warehouse also serves as the system air
operations scheduling center, weather control center and
headquarters for the EMCON system.
5« I§SJ S^Sl Capabilit ies
Emery maintains a fleet of over fifteen hundred
radio dispatched trucks nationwide. Approximately sixty-
nine are owned, most of which are smaller pick-up and
delivery vans and trucks. The remainder are mostly forty
and forty-two foot tractor trailers which are leased. The
entire fleet has the appropriate Interstate Commerce
Cocimissicn and local state Department of Transportation
licenses and operating authorizations. The Emery system is
dependent upon the truck fleet to pick-up and deliver
customer shipment locally, to transfer daily local shipment
excesses tc other Emery terminals or to other carriers, and
to provide service tc extended areas.
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Tlie rate bas€ for shipment by truck is the same as
for air shipment. However, Emery's air freight forwarder
certificate generally requires that all cargo must travel in
the air during some portion of the movement. There are
several exceptions relaxing that requirement and permitting
exclusive land-haul trucking. These include weather which
prevents aircraft departure, mechanical problems preventing
aircraft departure, • outsize and hazardous material cargo and
system excesses.
C. SOBBSBI
In summary, Emery Worldwide represents a commercial air
cargo transportation alternative to the QUICKTRANS system.
Sith pick-up and delivery services, special handling capa-
tilities, broad area of coverage, and second day delivery it




- CCMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
In this chapter the contractual and legal requirements
of th€ ccnpcnents of the QOICKTRANS system are compared and
analyzed with the service characteristics and capabilities
of the representative air cargo carrier.
A. 6EHEEAI
Several considerations span Lhe entire scope of the
transporation systems. Primary among these are assurances
of service, material applicability and liability, and the
reporting and management of information. Whereas the
CUICKTRA.NS contracts assure transportation service for one
year periods of time, the alrernative system is continuously
in place and would be employed by the Navy on a demand-need
basis. This does not preclude the establishment of a
contract expressing agreement regarding special considera-
tions for the handling of Navy cargo. Assurance of continu-
ance of service despite possible labor disruptions is
provided both by the nature of the marketplace in which the
carrier competes and by historical experiences with the
situation in which service was not interrupted.
Of the myriad different types of high-priority cargo
that must be moved by the Navy, most can be transported by
the alternative system. All general cargo, classified
materials and most hazardous materials can be accomodated.
Excluded from commercial air carriage by law are Class A
explosives, certain poisons and certain types of radioactive
material. Excluded by aircraft and aircraft container size
limitaticns are all outsize cargoes - those which exceed cne
hundred and forty inches in any one dimension. Liability
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acceptance for loss in transit or damage in transit of cargo
or passengers is assured by the maintenance of commercial
insurance. . The levels of insurance coverage are in conso-
nance with the legal reguirements for air carriers.
Additionally, management of the commercial alternative has
displayed ready acceptance of the QUICKTRANS standard for
the estatlishment of liability.
The reporting of operational and management information
ty the ccmnercial alternative is limited to accumulated
dimensional and scheduling information on the individual
shipper's cargo. The significant reduction in reporting is
coincident with the shifting of operational control and
material responsibility to the carrier.
E. AIBIIFT
The Federal Aviation Administration reguirements are
partially fulfilled by the ccmmercial representative. While
all utilized aircraft are of United States registry and many
are suitatle for designation for designation to the CRAF, it
is unlikely that the commercial carrier would be willing to
register the aircraft in CRAF in order to obtain Navy busi-
ness. This is due primarily to the increased administrative
workload and regulations attendant to maintaining
CRAF-designated aircraft. Additionally, the representative
ccmmercial alternative has not received, nor requested, a
certificate of public convenience and necessity. Because of
this, the commercial alternative is certified as an air
freight forwarder and not as a scheduled air cargo carrier.
Most of the distinction between those two certifications is
of little consequence especially when viewing the recent air
industry deregulation and the planned disestablishment of




Navy contractual requirements include the provision of
full range aircraft support, . service and maintenance and
Navy controlled scheduling. The carrier will maintain and
revise schedules as necessary to direct or re-direct to
locations and within time deadlines as demanded by the
customer. The representative carrier has contracted for all
required aircraft services and maintenance and is self-
supporting at all air terminal locations.
Regarding the previsions for couriers or escorts, the
commercial carrier has two extra seats available in the
cockpit cf each aircraft. Each is equipped with all of the
required safety and convenience equipment. For accomodating
air freight, the interior of the carrier's aircraft can be
easily converted to accept the 463L pallets if it were
required. However, the use of the larger and standard 125"
by 88" open pallets and closed containers allows for better
space utilization within the aircraft.
The Eost important requirement is the provision of
airlift service capability to all locations where the Navy
could possibly ship or receive high-priority cargo. Most of
these locations are currently serviced fay the commercial
carrier with full airlift capability. However, a few loca-
tions are considered as extended point pick-up and delivery
locations and are serviced by truck to the nearest ccirmer-
cial air terminal maintained by the carrier. At these loca-
tions pick-up is provided on an as-needed basis. Delivery
to these extended pcint locations would occur at intervals
outside cf the deadlines currently mandated for Navy high-
priority cargo movement. The carrier's management has indi-
cated that sufficent increases in volume to make extended
delivery points more profitable would provide scheduling




All cf the equipment and service requirements for
aircraft handling, servicing, and positioning by the terii-
naling activity have been contracted for by the commercial
carrier. The carrier, however, does maintain all material
handling equipment wb^ch is necessary for the internal ware-
house irovement of cargo as well as larger handling equipment
for the leading and unloading of trucJcs and aircraft. The
commercial carrier also maintains ramp movement equipment
and cargc scciles.
Th€ representative carrier has the capability to ware-
house limited amounts of cargo for short periods cf tine.
However, the usual daily operations allow for the immediate
delivery of cargo to the customer, and most terminals rarely
have to warehouse. Befrigerated equipment is not available
at any of the terminal facilities. Subsequently, the over-
night warehousing of perishable cargoes cannot be accom-
plished. Again the carrier's management has indicated that
sufficient demand for refigeration equipment would cause it
to be placed where needed.
As indicated in the airlift section, with single carrier
responsibility, the identification for and the assumption cf
liability for losses or damage to cargo in transit is
simplified. Adequate insurance is provided by the ccirmar-
cial carrier for all cf its handled cargo regardless of its
location within the system. Maintenance of a quality
control prcgram to ensure smooth material flow, efficient
capacity utilization and cargo accountability is in place in
the ccmmercial alterrative* s system.
Cargo cannot enter into the commercial system at any
time as it can into the QaiCKTRANS system. The commercial
system generally provides one pick-up per day per customer.
This requires user activities to establish a holding area
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for all high-priority cargo. Daily cargo inputs would be
located in this holding area and the carrier notified for
pick-up. All daily inputs subsequently received would have
to be held until the following day for pick-up. Deadlines
for notification and pick-up vary at each location in the
country. These deadlines allow for sufficient transit time
to move all material to the national hub each night for
sorting and reshipmect.
»ith the shifting of responsibility for scheduling,
tracking, and expediting to the commercial carrier, the
requirement for the QUICKTRANS INFOSYSTEM and COMNET is
replaced with the carrier's EMCON system. This on-line,
real-time, data comicunica tions network provides immediate
cargo manifest location and schedule. This system can be
accessed hy user activities' data terminals without charge.
Finally, the terminaling capability of the commercial
alternative provides no established interface with ether
components of the Defense Tranportation Sysrem (DTS)
.
Material exiting DTS components can be readily placed into
the ccramercial service. Cargo in the commercial system can
te re-directed to a terminaling activity of DTS components.
This nay cr may not he accomplished with some loss of time-
liness. If re-direction information can be provided before
sorting at the hub, the revised destination can be reached
within the cargo's original timeframe- Later re-direction
informaticn can delay delivery up to twenty-four hours.
D. lAHDBADL
The ccmmercial carrier has established truck routes and
schedules tc provide service to all locations nationwide.
Eick-up and delivery for all customers is provided by truck.
These services are naintained by a fleet of sufficient and
various size trucks that are either owned or leased by the
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carrier. All fleet trucks are properly certified by the
Interstate • Commerce Commisssion and the various state
Departments of Transportation
E. SOHHflBI
The representative commercial air cargo system provided,
in essence, for most of the requirements for the movement of
Navy high-priority cargo. These are, however, met in a form
which is different ficm the existing QUICKTRANS system. The
marked difference in these forms, from the user's perspec-
tive, is one of control. In the QUICKTRANS system total
control and information is maintained on all material from
initial entry into the system until final delivery. In the
commercial alternative system, servics is limited to the
tranpcrtation of material from one point to another with
access to some information concerning the movement. Any
decision emanating from the comparison and analysis of these
two systems must consider this conceptual difference between
them. Accordingly, appropriate priorities must be assigned




VI. COSTS iND |P|ECTIVBNSSS
An evaluation of two or mor^ alternatives normally leads
to a cost/effectiveness analysis where either cost or effec-
tiveness is fixed at a specific point or level and the
remaining standard is utilized as the basis for selecticn of
the most desirable alternative (i.e. least cost or most
effective). However, when both effectiveness and cost are
unequal, there are no all-purpose criteria for ranlcing
alternatives and, unfor-unately, this is the situation
encountered when ccfffaring QOICKTRANS and Emery. Ss a
result cf this inability to directly compare the two
systems, this study will compare the cost and effectiveness
evaluations of Emery and QOICKTRANS in three separate
stages. Stage one will involve the development of the total
annual cost models for each system and then the development
cf each cf the systems annual cost. Following this will be
an effectiveness evaluation of each system using the modal
choice selection criteria established by the Dogalas
Aircraft Company in 1978 [Bef. 30] as the indicators of
effectiveness. The final stage will be to compare the
results cf these evaluations and analyses, identify the
areas where the the t«o systems differ, and nhen, if appli-
cable, ascertain the degree to which these differences can
te attributed to the differences in cost [Ref. 31].
A. COST
The methodologies which are utilized to deternine rhe
total annual cost, which would be incurred by the govern-
ment, for the transportation of identical cargoes between
the same origin-destination (0-D) pairs are distinctly
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different fcr each of the systems under analysis. Because
cf these differences it is necessary to develop individually
the total annual ccst models for each syst-em and then
compare the costs which res"ult from the utilization of the
models with the results of the systems' effectiveness evalu-
ations. Emery's methods of cost computation and resulting
cost models will be described first and will be followed by
a similiar description of the methods and cost modeling
utili2ed by QOICKTRAHS.
1 • Ijoe rj[
The total annual cost figure which will be deter-
mined for Eiery will be the total annual cargo transporta-
tion ccst of door-to-door service from all points of origin
to all pcints of f ina l destination required to fulfill
present Navy high priority cargo transportation requirements
within the continental United States.
a. cost Components
Emery determines cost based on the number of
pounds per shipment transported between specific 0-D pairs
[Ref. 27]. The actual rate assessed will vary according to
the expediency of delivery (different delivery schedules are
available with differing rates) , the weight shipped (rate
breaks are provided for shipments in excess of ninety-nine
pounds as indicated in Appendix K) , the rate zones in which
the 0-D pairs are located (Emery uses six rate zones), or a
combination of two or more of these items.
It is assumed that the rate charges are set
based not cnly en these speed of delivery and weight-
distance relationships but also on frequency of shicmenrs
between the specific 0-D pairs. This assumption is based
upon the different rate structures which apply to cities
within the saae geographical area. An example of this is
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demonstrated when shipping material weighing in excess of 99
pounds frcm the west coast to the east coast. If a shipmePit
originated from either Oakland or Norton AFB, California
destined for Kingsbay, Georgia the rate scale which would be
utilized wculd be 65U (see Appendix J)
.
If, howeverr a
shipment originates at NAS Lemoore, California destined fo?
the same location the rate scale would be 655 and thus
result in a higher per pound charge (see Appendix K) even
though the air mileages between all points are very
similiar.
Additional consideration must also be given to
discounts in determiring total cost. Discussions with Emery
representatives indicate discounts vary amoung the various
customers of Emery based on the- total quantity and weight
shipped during the course of a normal business year. The
actual disccunt rate applied is the result of negotiations
between the customer and shipper as there are no discounts
or procedures for discounts specified in Emery's rate guide.
For the purpose of this study, a fifty percent discount rate
per shipient will be assumed.
2
t. Cost Model
Based on the previously mentioned information
and relationships, the total annual cost which wculd be
incurred ty the government if Emery was exclusively utilized
to replace CUICKTRANS would be the annual sum of the indi-
vidual daily charges incurred for cargo shipments between
each point of origin and destination, less a fifty percent
2This discount rate is based upon telephone interviews
between IT C. J. Waber and Mr. Joan J. Kramer of Emery on
22 Sensmcer 1933 and LCDR A. D. HOLDEN and Mr. D. Hakes of
NAVSUt on 5 October 1S83. Both interviews resulted in the
determination that the current maximum discount rate en"*oyed




discount rate. Mathematically, this cost equation would be
stated as indicated in Figure 6.1.
TAC =.5 2] <^) (^)
i=1
Hhere:
lAC = The total annual point-to-point transportation
cost for all 0-D pairs
.5 = The assumed disccunt rate
R = The appropriate rate for weight of shipment
(The Day-2 service option rate is utilized)
H = The actual weight shipped between 0-D pairs in
pound
N - The number of 0-D pairs required to match the
cargo movement with the QaiCKTHANS system
Figure 6.1 Baery Cost nodel
The Emery Day-2 Service option rate was selected for cost
modeling because this Emery service is the least expensive
standard service and meets or exceeds the delivery time
requirements specified by UMMIPS for all TP classifications
of material.
c. Cost Development
In order to calculate total annual ccst
utilizing the equaticr contained in Figure 6.1, Appendixes
D, J, and K must be utilized. These Appendixes contain
QUICKTRANS* ten month 0-D pair cargo movement average, C-D
pair rate scale, and the shipment cost per pound per rate
scale.
Since Emery does not operate its system just
once a mcnth, Apperdix D irust be adjusted to reflect the
guantity of cargo which is transported between 0-D pairs on
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a daily basis. For simplicity and ease of computaticn.
Appendix D was assumed to represent a thirty day month and
it was further assumed that this thirty day month was
composed of four seven day weeks plus two additional work
days. This provides twenty-two working days and eight ncn-
workicg cays per month. Using these assumptions the tonnage
indicated in Appendix D divided by twenty-two yields the
number 'cf tens mcved per work day if the mode operates five
days per week. Similiar calculations could provide the
quantity of material which cculd be moved between 0-D pairs
en a daily or a six day work week basis.
Although the main QOICKTRANS air terminals are
served seven days a week in the current system, the
frequency cf deliveries to and from these terminals actually
control the overall cargo movement frequency. Because of
this end distribution control feature the actual number of
days which cargo moves between the various 0-D pairs must be
develcped-
By analyzing Appendixes C (Truck Delivery
Schedule) and H (Airlift Service Schedule) , the transporta-
tion mode which most restricts the movement of cargo between
specific C-D pairs can be identified as well as the number
of days which that mcde operates within any given week. As
a result cf this analysis. Appendix M indicates the number
cf days cargo actually moves between 0-D pairs. Again, for
simplicity, the five day work week has been selected for
cost modeling because this particular frequency dominates
the actual cargo movements contained in Appendix K. Based
on the distribution frequency cf five days per week Appendix
N indicates the average quantity of cargo shipped between
0-D pairs on a normal operating day. Utilizing Appendixes
N, J, K and the equation coctained in Figure 6.1, Appendix
shows the total annual cost of moving all cargo by Emery's
air freight system. This cost is 3380, 3U5 per day.
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$8,367,590 per month, or $100,U11,080 per year. Osing the
fifty percent disccunt the total annual cost would be
$50,205,540.
It must be noted that this total annual cost is
overstated. First, by using average cost, it is assumed
that cargc is shipped every day to every possible destina-
tion. This has a severe impact on cost because it reduces a
few large shipments to many smaller ones' and concurrently
raises cost because it costs more to ship the many smaller
quantities than one large shipment. Second, the costs
include lovement of aiL cargo by air. This includes move-
ments frcm relatively close locations where air shipment is
impossible and air movement of cargo which need not move by
air.
d. Qualification of Emery Cost
It must be noted, however, for shipmsnts under
500 miles a truck can usually deliver goods in less time
than ether modes [Bef. 23] and usually for less cost.
Therefore, it would te neither prudent nor cost efficient to
transport all items by air without first taking into consid-
eration the distances involved between the various 0-D
pairs.
An examiration cf Appendix L will reveal a
number of geographic locations which contains clusters of
cities which are all withic a radius of 500 miles of each
ether. Therefore in order to reduce cost, utilization of
dedicated truck systems similiar to those currently utilized
in the CUICKTRANS system would be required. Thesa truck
systems could either be independently contracted routes or




The projected ccst of operating these dedicated
trucks will be determined by talcing the average per mile
rate of the truck routes contained in Appendix C and
multiplying this by the actual miles between 0-D pairs. The
assumption underlying this calculation is that overall, the
actual total cost shculd average to an equivalent figure
since the composite of all routes would most likely involve
similiar firm fixed prices because of the similiar mileage
and truck requirements.
Based upon the above mentioned requirements and
calculations. Appendix P lists those truck routes which
would t€ required in addition to the current trucking system
to supplement the Emery airfreight service and their
projected annual cost of $4.3 million. Appendix Q indicates
a revised airlift ccst of $265,521 per day, 35,8U1,a62 per
month, or $70,097,5Ua per year. Using the fifty percent
disccunt, a total annual airlift cost of $35,048,772 is
cbtained. By combining the cost of the dedicated truck
routes (bcth those currently utilized and those proposed)
with the revised Emery air-freight service requirements, a
new total cost is obtained. This new total annual cost is
$39.3 million. The equation utilized to arrive at this
figure is shown in Figure 6.2
2 . CCICKTRANS
The total anrual ccst which will be deteriDined for
QUICKTRANS will be the total annual cargo transportation
cost for the shipment of Navy high priority cargo between
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TAC =
-5 X <^^ ^*^ * S ^P
i*1 ia = 1
ilhere
TAC s The total annual fcint-to- point transportation
cost for all 0-D pairs
.5 s Ihe assumed discount rate
R s The acprocriate rate for weight of shipment
(The Day-2 service option rate is utilized)
The actual weight shipped between 0-D pairs in« s
pounds
The number of 0- C pairs required to match the
cargo moveuent with the QUICKTRANS system
M s
Na = The number of dedicated truck routes
The firm fixed price per route 1
Figure 6.2 Combined Cost Model
a. components
COICKTRANS determines its total annual cost
hased on the sum of the annual cost for each of the segments
which make up the system, namely, airlift, terminaling, and
land-haul services. Since each segment of the QUICKTRANS
system may be composed of cne or more contracts and each
contract has more that one cost component it is necessary to
compute the total arrual ccsx of each segment separately.
Each of the contract cost components and the resulting ccst
models are discussed in the following subsections.
0) Lan d-ha ul Cost Component and Model. The
QaiCKTRANS Land-haul segment is described in detail in
Chapter III. For the purposes of ccst modeling, it is
sufficient to remember that this segment is composed of
independently operated trucking firms operating between
specific pcints. The total annual costs of this segment are
therefore composed of the sum of the firm fixed rates
charged fcr each point-to-pcint delivery performed ard, when
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applicable, either per step or security service charges.
Figure 6.3 displays the equation necessary to derive total
annual ccst for this segment.
•'•"""*'""•'
N
TCL = ^ Rt(X) S (I) -f SC(Z)
i=1
Where:
TCI = Total anrual cost for the land-haul segment
N = The number of dedicated truck contracts
Rt = The rate charges for the specific point-to-
point service
The number of trips performedX s:
c s The charges assessed' per stop per trip
Y = The number of stops per trip
sc = The charge for security service
Z s The number of trips which require security
service
Figure 6.3 Land-Haul Cost Hodel
(2) Airlift Cost Components and Model. The
total annual cost cf the second segment of QUICKTBANS,
Airlift Services, involves payment for the number of statute
air miles flown, the number cf directed landings performed,
and the fuel utilized in the execution of the contract. The
number of statute air miles to be flown between 0-D pairs
are specified in the contract and tha contractor is paid at
the rate cf $5.0667 per air statute mile flown. The esti-
mated number of directed landings are also stated in the
contract and the contractor is paid $250.00 per directed
landing accomplished. Fuel, -on the other hand, is either
reimbursed after the fact or iniatially paid for by the
government. Table II shows the type, cost, percentage
breakdown, and total cost of the fuel utilized by QOICKIRANS
for fiscal year 1982 and is assumed to be representative of
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current fiscal year ccsts because demand for QOICKTEANS air
services and the cost of fusl hare been relatively stable.
TIBLE II
QOICKTBANS Annual Fuel Cost
Cost
IJIS Percent Gall ons Per Gal Total Cost
JF5 .6048 a,aU5,561.23 1.08 $4,801,206.13
JPa .2922 2'ia7'805.87 1.00 2,147,805.87
CCMM
.i030 257,0 98.89 .38 666,247.02
TOT 1.0000 "3,350,465.99 -- $7,615,259.02
Using the aforementioned relationships.
Figure 6.4 displays the equation necessary to compute total
annual ccst of the airlift porition of the QOICKTEANS
systeoi.
TCfl = ^ F(5.0667) + D (250) + G(C)
i=1
Where:
TAC = Tte toral annual ccst for the airlift segment
N = The number cf point-to-point airlift require-
ments
F = The scecified number of statute air miles
between points
D = The number cf directed landings
G = The number cf gallons of fuel consumed
C = The appropriate ccst per gallon of fuel
J
Figure 6.4 Airlift Cost Model
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(3) Ter Bi nalinq Cost Components and Model.
This segment is unlike the previously discussed QDICKTBANS
segments in that there are no separate costs for individual
operational components. However, there is a cost component
nhich covers all operational requirements and a second
component, an award fee, which is contingent upon the
quality of the operational performance. Since there are two
separately paid comfcnents within the terminaling contract
the total cost of this QOICKTRANS segment is the sum of the
contract award cost plus any quarterly award fee authorized.





TCT = Fp 21 ^^
i=1
The total annual cost of the terminaling
service
The negoitated fixed price contract award ccst
The quarterly determined award fee
The number of quarters in which an award fee
was authorized
Figure 6.5 Terminaling Cost Model
b. Total Cost Development
Since the total annual cost of the system is the
sum of the cost of the individual segments then the total
annual cost is $40 million. Figure 6.6 illustrates the




TAC = TCL •• TCA + TCT
Where:
TAC = Total annual cost for the QOICKTRANS system
TCI = Total anrual cost for the land-haul segment
TCA = Total annual cost for the airlift segment
TCT = Total annual cost for the zerminaling segment
Figure 6-6 QOICKTHAHS Cost Hodel
The actual development of QUICKTRANS* s total
annual cost will not be undertaken due to the enormous quan-
tity of cata involved. It is considered sufficient that all
the individual cost components and their relationships in
the total annual cost computation have been identified. The
costs which will be utilized as QOICKTRANS total annual ccst
will he those which hav^ been provided by the QOICKTRANS
systeir manacer at NAVMTO. The cost of the airlift, termi-
naling, and land-haul segments of the QOICKTRANS system were
$25.5, in.O, and $3.5 million, respectively, for fiscal
year 1982.
E. EflECTIVEHSSS
As pr€viously indicated in this chapter, this study will
evaluate the effectiveness of both QOICKTRANS and Emery by
first evaluating each system by the coramarcial modal choice
selection criteria identified in the Douglas Aircraft
Company study [ Be£. 30] and then comparing the results of
this evaluation to determine which is lost effective in
meeting these criteria. The purpose of this study was to
identify air transportation trends and requireraents for the
1990* s- A substantial number of commercial firms were
surveyed to ascertain their criteria for modal selection.
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The primary reason that QOICKTRANS effectiveness criteria
were not utilized as a basis for this evaluation is that
some of CDICKTRANS requirements are -peculiar to this system
only and are not fourd in ccmmercial alternatives.
1 • Ciscussion of Criteria
Table III lists those selection criteria which at
least thiry percent of the survey respondents indicated as
important in selscticn cf a carrier. The mean importance
score represents the average of all respondents ratings for
each criterion out of a possible score of 100. It should be
noted that those criteria which are separated by approxi-
mately cce or fewer points can be interchanged as far as
relative decree of iupcrtance is concerned.
Sixteen of the eighteen criteria contained in Table
III will te briefly discussed in terms of both content and
rationale. Criteria two and sixteen will not be considered
in the evaluation of effectiveness. Criterion two (freight
charges) has been previously taken into consideration under
the topic cf total ccst and criterion sixteen (future rate
increases due tc higher fuel cost) has been eliminated
because it is considered nc Icnger applicable. In 1976,
when Douglas* survey was conducted, the country had just
endured a major shcrtage in petroleum products and the
resulting skyrocketing fuel costs. Due to the proximity of
the fcregcing events and the survey, it is believed that
there was a cause and effect relationship which resulted in
criterion sixteen. Therefore, criterion sixteen is deemed
not applicable in 1983 since fuel prices have remained rela-
tively stable for a period cf years.
Criterion one, consistent, on-time pickup and
delivery, involves the degree of reliability with which the
carrier maintains its publishad pickup and delivery schedule





Hodal Choice Selection Criteria
Selection Criteria Mean Score
' Consistent, On-time Pickup and Delivery 92.
U
2. Freight charges 79.8
3.
u.
Time -in -Trans it 79.1
Points Served ty Mode, Including Routing
Authority
73.9
5. Frequency of Service 72-1
1
^' loss and/or Dairage History 69.2
7. Tiirely Acoeptacce of Shipments of all
Sizes
65.6
8. Dccr-to-Dcor Delivery 61.9
1 9-
1
Shipment Tracing Capability 61.8
1 10. Prcirpt Claim Service 60.8
11- Adaptability tc Specific Company Needs 55.5
12. Availability of Standard Equipment 50.6
13. Serviceability of Off-Line Points 50.2
ia. Local Reputation of Carrier Firm 47.1
15. Availability of Special Equipment or
Services
41.0
16. Possible Future Rate Increases by Mode
Due to Higher Fuel Cost
36.2
17. Information Services Offered 35.0
18. Consolidation and/or BreakbulJc Services 33.9
of comnercial transportation services are concerned with the
depencafcility of carriers since their ultimate success or
failure may hinge on the carriers' ability to either deliver
their products tc end users when desired or deliver material
resources tc their firms to meet operational requiraments,
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when required. If a carrier^s service is not reliable, then
the results cx>uld be lost sales, production delays, or other
such profit or service impacting consequences.
Iii€-in-transit is the total time that elapses from
the time the shipper makes the goods available for dispatch
until the carrier delivers the goods to the specified desti-
nation. This criterion is important to the shipper in that
it may allow the fin to reduce the range and/or depth of
inventory maintained at various locations or alleviate the
need to carry any acre inventory than that which is abso-
lutely necessary to maintain operations between deliveries.
If transit time is swift encugh, then it allows for transfer
of good cr materials in sufficient time to prohibit or mini-
mize down time of equipment or stock outages from iipacting
en operations, bcth cf which impact on cost.
Criterion four is concerned with accessibility which
is the ability of the carrier to provide either service
between all the points of origin and destination desired by
the shipper or over a specific route which links various 0-D
pairs. Also included in this criterion is control of the
routing authority. It is more desirable for a carrier to
control the routing cf its cargo rather than to rely on
another firm to perform such a function in order to ensure
the mcsx expeditious routing. A carrier who can provide the
desired C-D pair service and controls the routing of trars-
portaticn vehicles between these . 0-D pairs can tailor their
service to the needs cf the customers or can at least guar-
entee delivery when cr where required. This most likely
would not be the case if a carrisr had to rely on ancther
firm which controlled the routing of its cargo.
Frequency of service (how oftar the carrier transits
the required 0-D pairs) is important ro the shipper in
determinirg the quantity of inventory to maintain and in




Criterion six, less or damage history, reflects the
carriers ability, tased upon its past performance, to
deliver cargo in the same condition as it was rendered to
the carrier. High loss or damage in route increases the
cost to the shipper as such less or damage must be replaced
cr repaired and this cost must, at least initially, be born
fcy the shipper. Additionally, it delays or prohibits
receipt of required materials which might result in lest
sales, production delays, equipment failures, etc.
Timely acceptance of shipments of all sizes is
concerned with the capability of the carriers. Capability
refers tc the ability of the carrier to provide the equip-
ment and facilities required, at any time, for the movement
of desired cargo. Preference is given to those carriers
which provide the greatest flexibility. The period of time
cr the size of the cargo which may require emergency ship-
ment is not always predictable, and any delay encountered in
the shipment of this material could results in any of the
previously mentioned undesired results.
Dccr-to-door delivery, criterion eight, involves the
carrier physically picking-up cargo at the shipper's loca-
tion and delivering it at its final destination. If a
carrier provides such services, then the shipper need not
acquire transportation vehicles to perform such functions.
This avoicance of acguisiticn cost is particularly important
if the shipper has no other use for the equipment other than
this delivery functicr.
The shipment tracing capability includes the ability
of the carrier tc pinpoint the location of any item anywhere
in transit from the point of origin to the point of destina-
tion. This service provides the ability to re-route
cargoes, when necessary; to fulfill urgent unanticipated
requirements; to ensure that cargoes will arrive when
planned or expected; and to either expedite or suspend a
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shipment prior tc arrival at final destination if it is in
the t€st interest of the shipper. All of these actions
could save the shipper money or improve its service
capabilities.
CriterioE ten, prompt claim service, covers the
carrier's ability to expeditiously process claims for less
cr damaged items. K carrier which can promptly process such
claims is considered more valuable to a shipper than one who
cannot provide such a service. If a cairrier promptly
settles claims, then shippers do not have to invest their
capital fcr a longer period than absolutely necessary in
cargo replacements to meet their customers' needs.
Ac'aptability refers to the ability of the carrier to
change its promuglatsd procedures to meet special circum-
stances cf the shipper. If the carrier can provide such
services, then it is unnecessary for the shipper tc expend
the time, expense, and effort necessary to find a carrier
who does provide the desired services in emergency
situaticns.
Criterion twelve refers to those equipments which a
shipper wculd normally expect a carrier to include in its
inventory of equipment. This ensures smooth uninterrupted
cargo icvement because the carrier does not have tc stop and
procure the equipment necessary to process the cargo through
its transportation networlc.
Serviceability of off-line points includes the
ability cf the carrier to pick-up or deliver to points not
within the normally expected transportation networks. Not
all of tie shipper's normal sources or product users are
located along the icst frequerntly used transportation
routes; therefore, in order to provide adequate service tc
those pcints, either a carrier must serve the area or the
shipper must invest in the transportation equipment to
fulfill the service need or forego the business
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relationship. The last two alternatives clearly cost the
shipper more in terms of investment cost or profits foregone
than is necessary if a carrier provides the service.
Criterion fourteen, local reputation, refers tc the
carrier •£ professional standing in the local community based
en the type and quality of service it is known to provide to
its customers. A carrier with a high reputation is less of
a business risk to a shipper than one which may offer lower
cost but has a questionable service, delivery, or loss and
damage reputation.
Criterion fifteen involves the carrier's ability to
either obtain or provide, frcm its own resources, special
equipment necessary to meet its customer's demands and to
provide any other services required by the shipper. If a
shipper has unusually configured products or products which
require special handling or equipment, then the shipper
wants a carrier who either has the capability or can provide
the capability on relatively short notice since any delay
can result in additicnal cost cr loss of revenues.
Information services include the ability tc provide
insight intc better ways to meet the shippers needs, knowl-
edge abouth other mocal links, and specific carrier capabil-
ities. Also included is the ability to provide information
on connecting services, time schedules, special transporta-
tion requirements, or restrictions. Any of this information
provided prior to shipment could result in smoother cargo
aovement, prevention of unanticipated interruptions, and
avoidance of additional costs.
The final criterion, consolidation or breakbulk
services, refers to the carriers* ability to consolidate or
collect small shipments to form larger quantities in order
to realize lower transportation rates and the separation of
consolidated, bulk loads into individual, smaller shipirects
for delivery to ultimate destinations. Both of these




In crder to compare QOICKTRANS* and Emery's effec-
tiveness it is first necessary to determine the degree to
which the organization fulfills the criterion requirements
listed in Table III and then compare the results of these
evaluations. To aid in this evaluation, the algorithm








of H X X X
Criterion I X X X
-
Where:
HH s 9 HM = 7 HL = -6
MH s 6 MM = a ML = -2
LH 3 LM = 1 LL =
Figure 6,7 Effectiveness Algorithm
The left vertical column of the algorithm contains
the relative priorities of the criterion. 3y priority, it
is meant the relative degree of importance that a shipper
places on that criterion when selecting a carrier. The
criteria listed in Table II have been divided into three
priority levels. Those criteria which a shipper would
consider to he of primary importance and, most likely, ioire-
diately exclude a carrier from further consideration if the
criterion were net rated favorably are given the priority of
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HIGH. Those criteria which are important to a shipper but
do not necessarily dictate exclusion from consideration if
rated unfavorably are given the priority of MEDIUM. The
remaining criteria are considered to be relatively low in
importance in carrier selection and are given the priority
of LOH.
Those items in Table II which had a mean importance
score of seventy or greater (criteria 1 through 5) were
considered to be in the high priority category. Each of
these items directly impacts on the carrier's physical
ability tc transport cargo from point of origin to final
destination in a timely manner. Those items which have mean
importance scores of less than seventy but greater than
fifty (criteria 6 through 13) are considered to be of medium
priority. These itens do not directly impact on the carri-
er's transportation abilities but do impact on the quality
of service which the carrier can provide. The remaining
criteria %ith a mean importance score of less than fifty
(criteria 1U through 18) are considered to be of low
priority in the carrier selection process. These criteria
are ccnsicered nice tc have but would nor saverly impact on
a shipper selecting a carrier if the higher rated, criteria
were rat€d satisfactorily.
The top horizontal row indicates the degree to which
the systei under study fulfills the. requirements specified
«ithin each criterion. The results of this evaluation are
also rated as either HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW. A rating of high
indicates that the system ccmfletely fulfills the require-
ments specified for that criterion. A medium ratir.g indi-
cates that the system does meet tha requirements of the
criterion, however, not as completely as it could have been
met. If a system does not adequately fulfill the criterion
requirements or does not provide the service then it is
rated LOW en that criterion.
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The criteria effectiveness scores range from a high
of 9 to a lew of -6. This range was specifically selected
to allow the final mean score to fall clearly within one of
the final effectiveness categories. Actual criterion effec-
tiveness will be determined by matrix algebra. Criterion
effectiveness will equal the product of priority of
criterion and performance satisfaction of the criterion.
The possible outcomes of such an equation are listed in the
lower portion of Figure 6.7. The first letter designates
the priortiy of the criterion and the second letter repre-
sents the degree to which the carrier fulfilled the
criterion requirements. A penalty mechnanism was incorpo-
rated to penalize a system for rating poorly on any
criterion. This penalty varies with the relative priority
cf the criterion. It is felt that a system should be penal-
ized more fcr perforaing poorly on a high priority criterion
than on a lower criterion priority, therefore, performing
poorly on a high priority criterion is scored -6, on a mid-
level criterion -2, and on a low criterion 0. An example of
this process would te a criterion which was considered as
being of HIGH importance would receive a first letter cf H,
however, if the carrier received a poor rating in fulfilling
that criterion's requirements then the second letter would
be L. The resulting carrier effectiveness score for that
criterion would be a -6 (penalized) since the carrier rated
poorly on a criterion which is considered important in the
selection cf a carrier.
The overall effectiveness rating will be deteririned
by sumfflinc the individual scores achieved by the system on
each cf the selected criteria and then determining the mean
score of ?.ll evaluated criteria. The equation which depicts
this process is illustrated in Figure 6,8. If a system's
mean score ranges between 6 and 3.6, then it would be










- The overall effecrives rating
= The cumber cf criteria utilized
= The individual criterion scores
Figure 6.8 Effectiveness Rating Hodel
score fell between 3.59 and 0, than the system would be
considered tc be adequately effective. If, however, the
score is less than zerc, then the system would be considered
to be non-effective.
The evaluaticE cf the system's ability to fulfill
the criterion requirements and the degree to which they are
judged tc dc so is based upon the authors* interpretations
of the personal observations experienced, literature
researched, and analysis of the information provided by the
systems managers and contracting authorities which were




Table IV displays the results of the QOICKTRANS
effectiveness analysis. A discussion of the reasoning
employed and the factors considered in the analysis are
provided in the succeeding paragraphs.
3Al.though this is a subjective judgement in nature, it
is believed that the results of this evaluation methodology
accurately reflects the ability cf the systems tc fulfill
the criteria requireuept s selected as the basis of evalua-
tion due tc the quantity and quality of information which





Criterion Priority Rating Score
1 H H 9
3 B M 7
' 4 B n 7
5 fl H 7
6 H L -2
7 H H 6
8 H L -2
9 n H 6
10 M L -2
11 M H 6
12 H H 6
13 H L -2
14 L 11 1
15 L H 3
17 L a 1
18 L H 1
T ct a 1 S c ere ........ . 52
Effectiveness Ratinci. 3.25
1
«» ^ ^ ** ^» i» ^b » > «A Vrf *^ ^v A\ ViA S* ^w ^« ^m W W 9 W 9 ••«
The CUICKTRANS system rates high on criterion one,
consistert, on-time pickup and delivery. This rating is
predicated on its explicit set of schedules contained in
References 20, 25, and the individual standing rouxe orders,
appendix C shows the detail cf the airlift schedule with
flight frequency, patterns, and arrival or departures times
specified and Reference 20 even contains the amount of
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turnaround time (grourd time) allowed at each terminal loca-
tion. Similiar detail is contained in the individual
standing route orders. Reference 25 contains explicit
reporting requirements to ensure compliance with these
schedules and the penalities to be assessed for
Eoncoipliance.
Criterion three, time-in-transit, cannot be rated
high because of the front and rear distribution control
features cf the present system. Appendix P indicates that
although the main air terminals are served seven days a week
the frequency of cargo receipt or distribution by these
points is normally orly five or fewer days per week. This
inconsistency of transist times causes unnecessary delays in
cargc ncvement. If the system is intended to move cargo
cnly five days a week, then it should be so sxructured. The
reason for the daily movement of cargo between main air
terminals when final distribution is performed only five or
fewer dajs per week is not clearly understood. Ix is clearly
not a time sensitive delivery requirement. It may, however,
be an aircraft airlift requirement. Because of this inccn-
£ist€nc5, a rating of medium is assigned.
Criterion four is rated as being medium. Although
QDICKTRAKS links all major naval activities it does not link
all smallar activities or major manufacturing points. High
priority cargo originating from or destined to these pcicts
must usually pass through seme ether transportation natwork
before or after connecting with the QJICKTRANS system. This
inability to service all military and essential manufac-
turing points is the primary reason for the low rating.
Frequency of service is rated as average. This
rating is linked to the time-in-transit rating since both
involve the physical receipt of cargo. The inability cf the
system to provide service seven days, a week or service end
points more than once a day are considered drawbacks cf the
system and the rsason for the medimum rating.
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The criterion concerning loss or damage of material
in-transit is rated lew. QUICKTRANS* loss or damage record
is nsi Known because of its discrepancy reporting system and
lack of specific compensation procedures. Within the
QOICKTRANS system the cargo receiving activity must contact
the shipping activity to report non-delivery or damage, not
the QOICKTRANS activity. This "end around" system prevents
detailed records from being kept regarding loss or damage
history. Additionally, due to the uniqueness of some of the
military cargo (bought on cost plus basis) the cost is not
determinatle until the completion of the contract. There
are no procedures for placing a dollar value per pound
shipped cr for compensating loss on any other basis since
the government is a self insurer.
Criterion seven (timely acceptence of shipments) is
rated high. QOICKTRANS personnel are on call 2U hours per
day to respond to emergency shipments. All normal cargo
movement equipment is permanently located at all terminaling
activities. Although cargo is expected to be picked-up or
.delivered within specified operating hours,, special arrange-
ments can be made for the customer to drop, off shipments at
any time at any terminal location.
A rating of low is given ro QOICKTRANS' ability to
provide door-to-door delivery to final destination.
QOICKTRANS ILiks with the Navy»s local supply transportation
system and it this system which is utilized to complete the
distribution function. Deliveries from Charleston to
Kingstay can be utilized as an example. QOICKTRANS delivers
once a week when the normal supply center delivery system
does net operate, and the remaining deliveries are made by
that system.
QOICKTRANS receives a high rating on their shipment
tracing capability. The computer system which is utilized
and the ccrresponding network cf data input/output terminals
allows for pinpointing of cargo anywhere within the system.
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The claims piccessing ability of QOICKTRANS is rated
as being low. The rcrmal claims processing time is between
one and- two months. There are some claims, because of their
unique nature, which take considerably longer to process.
Criterion eleven (adapability) and criterion twelve
(standard equipment availability) are rated very high since
COICKTRAKS is a Navy controlled system. Flights can be
added, cancelled, or redirected with minimum notice.
Terminal personnel car be notified of scheduled changes and
trucking ccncerns contacted for more or fewer pickup or
delivery runs with little disruptive impact. All contracts
utilized for QUICKTFfiNS contain provisions which allcw for
maximum system flexibility. All equipment which is required
to handle Navy unique cargo is permanently located at all
QOICKTRANS terminals.
CUICKTRANS* ability to service off-line points is
rated low. This system is designed to service only specifi-
cally identified high usage points. Any point not on the
network route must be serviced using some other transporta-
tion network which interconnects with the QUICKTRANS system.
Local reputation is given a rating of medium.
Through conversations with Naval personnel, the QUICKTRANS
system is viewed with mixed results. There are these
personnel who condemn the system and would rather use any
other cargo transportation system to transport their high
priority cargo. Then there are personnel who view
QOICKTRAKS as being adequate to meet their needs. It is
hecause of this nixed review that a medium rating is given.
Special eguipment availability, criterion fifteen, receives
a high rating due to the reasons previously mentioned. This
includes fceir.g a Navy controlled system and having known
customers and their cargo shipment requirements.
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The final t«c criteria, seventeen and eighteen,
receive a medium rating. QUICKTRANS has the ability to
provide seme infcrma-tion on interconnectin-g modes of trans-
portation; however, this capability is limited. Information
on cargo restrictions and special transportation reguire-
ments is readily available. The cargo consolidation or
breakbulk service is provided by the very nature of the
system, however, not in the same context of the reguirement.
This service is provided by the terminal location and not
the final destination.
Table V displays the results of the Emery effective-
ness analysis. As with the QDICKTRANS evaluation, a discus-
sion of the reasoning employed and the factors considered
are discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
Emery rates high on the first five criteria consid-
ered in Table III. Eirery arranges their pickup and delivery
schedules to meet their customers* needs. Normally, this
involves cne pickup per. day and this is usually at the end
of the normal working day to ensure all outbound cargo is
included. Delivery time is also specified and is normally
early in the business day since Emery transports and sorts
their cargo during the night time hours.
Time-in-transit can range from one to three days
depending upon the transportation service option selected by
the customer. Pickup and delivery frequency is also based
on the delivery cpticr selected and can take place up to six
days per week, if desired.
Criterion four, pcints served, receives its high
rating because of the vast transportation network utilized
by Emery. This network covers all major metropolitian
centers and many smaller size cities and towns. All Naval





Criterion Priority Ratinq Score
1 H H 9
3 H H 9
4 H H 9
5 H H 9
6 H H 6
7 H H 4
8 B H 6
9 H H 6
10 H - H 6
11 H H 6
12 n H 6
13 H H 6
14 L H 3
15 L M 1
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Emery has experienced a low and declining loss and
damage record, particulary since they have shifted their air
transportation from using ccmmon carriers to their own
aircraft and commenced utilization of their hub facilities
in Dayton. This has facilitated their direct control over
all aspects of cargo handling and has resulted in a consis-




A rating of mediuni is given "to Emery for their
ability tc accept shipments of all sizes at any time. Emery
is constrained in the size of the shipments which they can
normally accept by the size of the aircraft normally
utilized. However, with advanced notice, Emery will provide
the proper size aircraft to fulfill the customer's needs at
additional costs.
Emery also receives a high rating on criteria eight
through fourteen. Docr-to-door delivery is provided for all
cargo shipnents. This includes pickup at the point of
origin and delivery tc the FINAL destination. Emery's EMCON
system provides instantaneous shipment tracing and expe-
diting information twenty-four hours a day and the cusxomer
may link with this system by either telephone or through
their own data terminals.
Criterion ten, prompt claim service, received a high
rating due to Emery's history of normally processing claims
for lest or damaged shipments within a period of two to four
weeks. Criterion eleven, adaptability, was rated high
because cf Emery's constant monitoring of cargo movements.
Emery mcritcrs custcner demand on a daily basis and makes
changes in flights, schedules, etc. to meet those demands,
Emery, like QOICKTRANS, permanently maintains all the neces-
sary cargo moving equipment at thair air terminal and cargo
sorting locations and therefore receives a high rating for
standard eguipmect availability.
Serviceability of off-line points is rated high
because of Emery's capability tc rent or charter trucks to
expand their fleet tc pick-up or deliver wherever needed.
Emery's reputation is excellent. They have a strong reputa-
tion as a fast, reliable cargc carrier. This includes their
ability tc pickup and deliver cargo when expected aid in
good condition. Their concept of service to the customer




Emery's ability to provide special equipment and
services is somewhat restricted. Federal laws and regula-
tions restrict tte types of cargo which they may transport.
This includes limitations on hazardous materials which are
currently carried by COICKTEANS. They are also restricted,
by design, in their cargo handling equipment. Special
equipment not utilized in normal daily operations is not
maintained at their air terminal locations due to the
limited requirement for such equipment. Emery's ncrital
cargo load can be handled effectively by standard equipment.
They are, however, more than willing to provide special
services, at additional cost, if it is within their capabil-
ities. Because of the aforementioned restrictions, Emery is
given a rating of medium on this criterion.
A very high rating is given to the final two
criteria. This rating is predicated on Emery's speciality
as an air freight forwarder. As an air freight forwarder,
Emery's initial service function was to provide information
services tc customers for air transportation needs and to
provide consolidaticn or breakbuDc services. They have
continued tc excel in both cf these areas today.
C- CCHPJBISOH OP EMEBY AND QOICKTRANS
Table VI displays the criteria effectiveness ratings
attained fcy both Emery and QOICKTRANS along with their final
mean effectiveness rating. Also included in the table is a
column displaying which criteria that they differed en and
which system scored highest on each criterion. Based on
this study, Emery achieves the highest effectiveness rating.
When costs are ccmpared, Emery has the highest total
annual cost when all cargo is moved between all 0-D pairs by
air. Hcwever, when a more reasonable approach is taken, a
















3 H M H XE
4 H M H XE
5 H M H XE
6 H L H xE
7 H H H xQ
8 H L H XE
9 H H H -
10 H L H xE
11 H H H -
12 I! H H -
13 H L H xE
14 L M H XE
.15 I H H xQ
17 1 M H xE
18 I H H XE
Total Score. . • •« •««*3^««« • •«...92
Effect ivenass Rati ag...3.25 .5.75
lower total annual ccst. The current QUICKTRANS system has
a current total annual cost of S40 million and the Eiiery air
and dedicated truck system has a total annual cost of $39,3
millicn.
Caution must be used v hen comparing total annual cost.
Zmery's ccst are these which would be incurred by the
Federal Gcv=mment for one years service. QUICKTRANS' total
annual ccst figure dees not represent all the costs incurred
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by th€ gcvemment for one years operations. This figure
represents the amourt which NAVMTO pays, the carriers
involved in the system. For comparison, ALL costs cf cper-
ating the QOICKTRANS system oust be included. This
includes, but is not limited to, the cost of all administra-
tive personnel associated with QOICKTRANS at NAVMTO, that
portion of NAVMTO's general, administrative and overhead
costs attributed to those personnel, apprortiate facilities
and eguipner.t rental and maintenance costs associated with
the facilities and eguipment provided to the contractor
under the contracts, annual solicitation and administrative
costs incurred at the various contracting activities, costs
incurred by military and commercial activities for transpor-
tation of cargoes to and from QOICKTRANS terminals or cargo
receipt points, and the cost cf military personnel utilized
in fueling, positioning, etc, of aircraft at military bases
or used in cargo handling.
Additional consideration must be given to the inflation
cf Emery's cost. Based on NAVMTO' s classifications of AIR
and DVT, DVT (that cargo which need not go by air) is being
transported by air. Emery's air transportation cost could
be reduced considerably by transporting DVT material by more
appropriate means.
Eased en the foregoing analysis it appears that the
Emery air and- dedicated truck system is nox only slightly
more cost efficient than the current QOICKTRANS system, it
is also a more effevtive system.
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VII. CONDUCTING FOR THE ALTERNATIVE
The previous confarisoDS and analyses attest to the
viability of the coramercial alternative to QOICKTRANS and
the advantages of s'hifting to it. There are, however,
several differences and problems in the way in which the
alternative system can satisfy the requirement to transport
Navy higt-priority cargo. In addition to resolving these
differences and problems there are also a few barriers to
the selection of the commercial alternative which must be
removed. The alleviation of all of these problems forms the
basis for several desired objectives which must be addressed
prior to contracting for the commercial alternative.
A, 0EJEC1I7ES
The attainment of the objectives listed below is
crucial. Failure tc realize them will either preclude
selection of the alternative system or will provide service
which is cperationally incomplete or cost inefficient.
1. The requirement that the provider of transportation
of military cargo must possess a certificate of public
necessity and convenience must be removed. Such a require-
ment is competitively restrictive in that it only allows for
the consideration of scheduled ' air carriers and excludes
from consideration other potential offerors in the compsti-
tive marketplace, namely, air freight forwarders.
Ostensibly, this requirement is to ensure that only those
offerors who conform to all Federal Aviation Administration
air safety standards and requirements will be considered.
If the desire is tc ensure that the contractor meet these





requirement for a CAE certificate has been obviated by the
deregulation of air cargo carriers.
2, The requirement that the transportation provider
register all eligible aircraft in the CRAF must likewise be
eliminated. This requirement is similarly restrictive in
that it includes for consideration only those scheduled air
carriers which own CSAF eligible aircraft. Due to leasing
and chartering arrangements for aircraft by non-air
carriers, they may net possess the legal right to designate
the aircraft they use to the CBAF.
3. In order to stimulate sufficient competitive
activity fcr the contracting of this function there must be
a positive effort at reducing operational control, adminis-
trative ccntrol, and reporting requirements. As cited by
Jaggard and Cartwright, from the contractor's viewpoint, the
greatest disincenitves to contracting with the federal
government are the "bureaucratic and sovereign induced
requirements". These disincentives, were mentioned by mere
that sixty-five percent of all contractors surveyed.
Difficulties were noted primarily with over-regulation and
control, government interference with business, and require-
ments for excessive paperwork [Ref. 32].
U. The successful offerer should be incentivi2ed to
provide transportation capabilities for as many types of
Navy carcc as possible. While legal constraints exist to
prohibit movement of several types of hazardous material,
many ether types of Navy cargo cannot be currently carried
ty ecmmercial contractors due to the materials' physical
dimensions or configurations. Expansion to owned or leased
equipment to transport and handle these items serves the
dual purpose of simplifying Navy administrative requireaients
ty remaining with a singularly responsible carrier fcr all
high-priority cargo transportation and enhancing the
contractor's profit lotive. This motive satisfaction is the
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largest single busicess objective of federal government
contractors [Hef. 32]-
5. The representative commercial alternative selected
in this thesis provides the most extensive service available
to points in the continental Dnited States. Even with that
service net all points enjoy two day service. Included in
these points are a few smaller Naval installations and
government contracted manufacturing plants which supply the
Navy with high-priority material. Contracting incentives
oust te provided to ensure twc day transportation capability
for all reguired activities and plants.
6. Sittilarly, contracting incentives musr be provided
to remove or reduce the high premium charge associated with
Saturday pick-up and delivery so that all points serviced
may enjoy six days per week transportation availability.
7. A primary premise for considering an alternative
system to QOICKTRANS was the reduction or avoidance of cost
with a system of comparable operational effectiveness. With
the knowlece that our selected representative offers as much
as a fifty per cent discount to its large commercial
accounts, and knowing that the business generated by any one
cf these accounts is miniscule whan compared to the Navy
reguirement s, two things become immediately evident.
Firstly, the application cf rates by the carrier allows
considerable flexibility for capacity utilization and
contributicn to profit. Secondly, recognizing the above,
the guarantee of cargo for movement provides the opportunity
of and excellent bargaining position for cost containment,
Primary objectives in this position are a flat rate base and
uniform discount rate for all Navy material transported.
Targets for these are a base eguivalent to Emery's 5,000





In order to achieve the above listed objectives, a four
part plan is offered. The first part is designed to remove
the karriers to ccnpetition while the remaining parts
collectively support meeting all of the other objectives.
1. In order to provide maximum competitive involvement,
release cr waiver of the certification and CRAF registration
requirements must be obtained. In view of the recent dere-
gulation cf the airline industry, disestablishment of the
Civil Aeronautics Board planned for the very near future,
and increased federal government focus on competition
enhancement, . it is assumed that circumvention cf these
requirements is rather easily achievable.
2. The design of the contract for high-priority cargo
transportation should include the provision for a multi-year
award. By giving smaller air carriers and freight
forwarders the opportunity to spread capital expansion costs
over time, greater numbers cf offerors will be induced to
compete for the award. This is a primary point in the
objective for cost reduction.
3- Since the precise levels of usage and origin-
destination pair utilizations cannot te accurately deter-
mined in advance, an indefinite quantity type contract
(IQTC) is indicated. While a requirements type of contract
might te considered, the assigning of guarantees and limits
in an ICTC was considered more appropriate since these
parameters contribute to the capacity utilization planning
process, and heEce, the opportunity for reduction of cost.
These are mere fully addressed below. The construction of
this contract should include clauses identifying authorized
shipping and receiving activities as well as hours cf opera-
tion for pick-up and delivery for each. Additionally, rate
bases and terms of discount must be addressed. These latter
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items are most likely matters for negotiation. The ideal
governmen-t position for this is a fixed rate and discount
for all irovement nationwide. This negotiation position is
enhanced by the absolute and relative size of the Navy
requirement and by the guarantees provided below.
H, Data accumulated by the Navy Material Transportation
Office on QUICKTRANS utilization indicates that annual
system demand is extremely stable and exhibits a one tc two
per cent annual growth rate. Variations in monthly utiliza-
tions, and utilizations between origin-destination pairs,
are somewhat larger. Accordingly, the determination of
contract specification for the commercial alternative is
readily determinable. The total annual cargo weight
expected to be shipped is equal to the previous year's
QUICKTRAKS total movement weight plus growth adjustment and
less the weight of those materials that the contractor
cannot move. Included in these are the prohibited hazardous
materials and the outsize cargoes not likely to be incentiv-
ized. In keeping with IQTC requirements, a guaranteed
minimum usage of ninety per cent and a limiting maximum of
one hundred and ten per cent of the total estimate is
considered reasonable. These parameters will assist in the
negotiation process for the flat rate base and discount rate
by allowing the ccntractcr to efficiently estimate his
required capacity. Hhethjer the usage is estimated as a
system total or is fcroken down to origin-destination pair
shipments bears on the risk assumed by the contractor; the
former being more beneficial to the government and the




fill, so M BABY, COHCLO SIGNS, AND RECOMHE HDATIONS
A. SQBHABI
By analysis cf tt€ system and comparison with its stan-
dards and requirements, QUICKTRANS is performing all cf its
functions adequately. The system is designed to provide
direct transportation service for most Navy material sources
and users. Excluded are a few smaller Naval activities, a
few Navy contracted original equipment manufacturing plants,
and Defense Logistic Agency stock points. It has been
determined that much cargo which does not require airlift is
directed to the QOICKTRANS operation for movement. This
suggests an operating inefficiency of overcapacity and the
attendant cost inefficiency of premium payment for a service
that is net required. Additionally, due to route sched-
uling, not all locations enjoy the same frequency of
service- Fcr soce activities this translates to the receipt
cf high-cricrity cargo outside of the timeframes established
hy OMMIPS fcr Transportation Priority One and Two movements.
During the life cf the QOICKTRANS system the commercial
air cargc industry has fully developed, with marked matura-
tion within the past few years. The industry has grown in
both cvsrall capacity and in the numbers cf competitors in
the larketplace, While most industry aambers compete
regicnally, internationally, or in segmented markets,
several vie for business throughout the nation. With this
[situation there is the opportunity of placing the Navy's
;high-pricrity cargo movement requirements into the commer-
cial arena and thus allowing natural market forces to
(improve effectiveness and reduce costs through the coapeti-
/ tive process. By appropriate incentivizaticn and innovative




Based on the comparisons of capabilities with require-
ments, the modeling for cost efficiency and operational
effectiveness, and subsequent analysis, the authors have
come tc t\io primary ccnclusions. One relates to the recog-
nition of fact and the other to the recogniticn of the
requirement for chance.
1. With respect to cost and effectiveness, the primary
research question has been answered. There is a viable
commercial alternative to the QOICKTRANS system. This
alternative is capable of meeting the movement requirements
for most of the Navy's high priority cargo.
2. In order tc engage this alternative three things
must occur:
a. There must be a change in the way in which the
Navy views what, why, and how it transports high-
priority cargo. The thinking must shift from a
"Navy cwned" cargo transportation system to a
transportation service that is purchased.
t. Vis-a-\is this change in thinking, there must
evolve a change in the formulation of requireirents
which reflects that way of thinking.
c. The process must change to accomodate the new
requirements and the new environment.
C. RiCCHHESDATIOHS
While it appears that the commercial alternative is
completely feasible, a much more detailed analysis is
required. Much of the information necessary to formulate
this thesis has been caveat ed, assumed, synthesized cr esti-
mated. The inability to obtain most of this inf orma'-.icn is
tased en inaccessability cr lack of collection. It is
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specifically recommended that additional research be accom-
plished to obtain data and information in the fcllcwing
areas:
1. Identification of total system costs for the admin-
istration of tt€ QOICKTRANS contracts, including:
civilian and military payrolls, administration ccsts,
data processing costs, command and control network
costs, and incidental and indirect costs.
2. CeterminaticE of vclumes of cargoes, or methods of
estimating volumes, moving between all origin-
destination pairs in the QUICKTRANS system for both
Transportation Priority One and Two material.
3. Examination of the requirement of airlift eligi-
bility for Transportation Priority Two material.
U. Performance of a full review of the timeframe












- BCS *NE Boston, Massachusetts
NCO *NB Newport, Rhode Island
- GCN ,*NSB New London, Connecticut
DOV *+Dcver AFB, Delaware
/DEI *McGuire APB, New Jersey
-PKL *NB Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
^IND *-«-NAF Indianapolis, Indiana
^NGU *+NAS Norfolk, Virginia
\yNKT *MCAS Cherry Point, North Carolina
^NHK *NAS Paxtuent River, Maryland
^CA *NA? Washington, D.C.
/cBS ••Charleston AFB, South Carolina
(/KEY *NSB Kings Bay, Georgia
^IP *+NAS Jacksonville, Florid.a
^PA *+NAS Pensacola, Florida
^CCF .*Patrick AFB, Florida
t^QX *NAS Keywesr, Florida
'^NZY *-^NSC San Diego, California
^NYL *MCAS Yuma, Arizona
^SED ^Norton AFB, California
"^LGB ...-^''NSC Long Beach, California
^^NID *NAS Point Magu, California
^SUO *+Travis AFB, California
'^IC *N as Lamoore, California
'NGZ. *NSC Oakland, California
*^PiiT *NSC Eiemerton, Washington
•^Nnw *NAS Hhibey Island, iJashingtor.
^TCM *+McCord AFB, Washing-ton




' BDL Bradley INT, Connecticut
ECU Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina
"MCF McDill AFB, Florida




"^FO San Francisco, California
-^SEA Seattle - Tacotna, Washington
1/ FAT Fresno, California
i/SEA Santa Barbara, California
C0ICFT5ANS Service Points
+CUICKTRANS Airport Terminal Operaricns
SCUHCE: Military Standard Transportation and Movement





EAYS A MIIEAGE COST ROUND PER
£zU £»Ii iil^K ONZ-WAY ONE-WAY TRIP STOP SSS
TCM-NUW M-F 1C8 $1U2.00 $28U.OO x $25.00
TCM-FWT K-F 41 $137.00 $274.00 $8.00 $25.00
SOO-NZY M-F 515 X $759.00 $18.00 $25.00
NZY-NTD M-F 614 X $606.48 $25.00 x
SU0-NG2 Su-Sa 47 $97.50 $195.00 X $25.00
SOU-NIC M-F 215 $190.00 X x S25.00
COV-ECS K-F 379 $464.00 x $25.00* X
COV-WBI . «-P 111 $190.00 X $5.00 $25.00
WRI-DCV $205.00 X $5.00 $25.00
NGU-rCA «-F 1P6 X $430.00 x $25.00
NGO-NHK K-F 165 $380.00 X x x
NIP-NFA M-F 384 $26.5.70 $531.40 x x
CHS-KE^ Su 221 $390.00 x x $15.00
SBD-NZY M-Sa 1C7 X $325.00 X X






SOURCE: Ur.ifcrm Tsnder of Rates and/or Charges for Transoor-
-aticn Sarvic<=s or file a- NAV^-ITO, Ncrflck Va. and















































































































































TOT FBI 1 58.0









































































































































































































































































































































































CRGIN/DESl NGO JKT MHK DCA CHS KBY NIP
EOS AIB 16.4 1.9 .4 .1 24.9 1.2 1.7
DVT .1 X X X 1.6 X .3
SCO a IB 5.3 .2 X .3 2.2 X . 1
DVT X X X X .5 X X
GON AIB 20.6 .1 .1 1.2 6.2 .9 2.9
DVT X X X X 1.2 X .4
DOV AIB 61.7 8,7 2.8 1.6 21.5 .6 7.0
DVT X X X X 2.9 X 1.4
SRI AIB 6.0 1.2 .8 . 4 - 1 X 1.5
DVT X X .1 X .1 X .3
fHL AIB 22.7 1.4 .5 .9 8.5 .6 8.9
DVT X X X X .7 X 1.8
IND AIB 16.7 .9 .8 .5 7.0 .1 1. 1
DVT 1.9 .6 .1 X .5 X .2
NGO AIR X 67.8 24.8 29. 1 141.1 9.1 38.9
DVT X .5 X X 33.3 .4 46.4
NKT AIB 50.8 X 4.9 3.2 1.3 X 7.2
DVT .3 X X X .1 X 2.5
NHK AIB 32.7 7.5 X X 2.6 X 4.4
DVT X X X X .7 .1 1.9
CCA AIB 10.6 8.7 X X 17.9 .2 .2
DVT 2.0 X X X .3 X X
CHS AIB 92.9 2.0 1.5 3.4 X z 10.9
DVT 23.5 .4 .6 .6 X X 5. 1
NIP AIR 70.6 1C.5 - 5.4 .7 7.8 • 3 X
DVT 12.3 1.7 1.2 .4 X X X
NPA AIB 37.7 7.5 2.7 .6 8.6. X 30.7
DVT 5.6 4.5 1.0 .3 X X X
COF AIB 1. 2 .9 X .2 1.3 z . 1
DVT .1 X X X X z 2.7
NQX AIB 2.0 1.4 .1 X .1 .1 8.0
DVT 2.2 .5 .1 X X z 1.5
NZY AIB 61.5 13.0 2.6 4.4 18.0 .4 14.6
DVT 16.9 5.1 .5 1.2 2.9 z 4.7
SBD AIB . 1 .2 .1 X X z . 2
DVT .1 X X X X z X
LGB AIB 12.6 3.4 1.2 .6 5. 1 z 2.3
DVT 3. 1 1.2 X .2 .6 .1 .3
NTD AIB 8.7 .7 .3 .2 .4 .1 .9
DVI 2.0 X .1 X .2 z . 1
SUU AIB 69. U 13.8 5.3 5.5 25.4 .6 28.9
DVT 23.5 2.6 .9 1.6 1.5 z 4.6
NLC AIB 1.9 .4 .5 . 1 .2 z 5.6
DVT 2.U X X X X z .6
NGZ AIB 19.0 1.3 .9 .9 8.2 .2 2.9
DVT 5.5 .7 ,2 .3 2.5 z 1.7
rwT AIB 5.5 X . 1 .7 4.0 z .3
DVT .9 X X .2 . 1 z X
NUW AIB 5.9 .7 .5 .1 X z 12.8
DVT 1.3 .5 X X X X 3.5
TCM AIR 7.8 .1 .1 1.0 13.4 • 4b 1.7
DVT 1.9 X .1 .2 .6 X X
OTH AIB X X X X X X 1.9
DVT X X X X X X X
TOT PBI 1 a2u. 71 102. C4 36.54 25.57 192.58 3. 00 177.22
ICT PFI 2 2 15, 59 52.26 19 ,66 30,13 133.22 11. 60 68.48
TOT DVT 1C5.60 18,30 4 .90 5.00 50.30 .60 82.00
TOT DEST 745.90 172.60 61 .30 60.70 376. 10 15. 20 327.70
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CRGIN/DEST NTD SOU NLC NGZ PWT NDH TCM
EOS AIR X 6-3 X .9 3.9 X 3,2
DVT z 1.9 X . 1 2.2 z .U
NCO AIR z 1.6 X .3 .6 z .7
DVT z X X . 1 z z .2
GON AIR X
'•A
X 1. 4 .5 X Z-'*DVT . 1 X . 1 . 1 X 2.0
DOV AIR X 19.8 X 1.8 1.7 1.8 7.0
DVT .3 1.7 X .5 .6 .1 1.0
iBI AIR . 1 2.1 .4 . 1 .8 X . 4
DVT X .5 X . 1 .3 .1 X
FHL AIR .5 S.1 -3 .7 2,4 .3 2.3
DVT .6 .4 .1 .3 .9 X .2
IND AIR .5 7.5 .3 1.3 .5 2.6 1,9
DVT .3 1.0 .3 .4 X .1 . 1
NGO AIR 9. 1 86.5 3.1 5.8 13.4 4.7 23.8
DVT 5.8 20.9 1.5 4.5 11. 1 1.1 4.5
NKT AIR .9 17.5 .6 .2 z .7 4.3
DVT .3 1.0 X . 1 X .1 X
NHK AIR .4 6.1 .6 X .2 .3 1.4
DVT 1.7 1.1 .1 . 1 .2 .3 .5
CCA AIR .U 7.6 X .3 .2 z 1.6
DVT .1 .2 X X X z X
CHS AIR .8 20.8 X 2.4 3.6 .1 10.
5
DVT .5 3.7 X 1.0 1,9 .1 2.9
NIP AIR 2. 1 24.1 7.5 .6 • 7 9.8 2.6
DVT .9 3.9 .5 .2 .7 1,8 .9
NAP AIR .7 18.2 .9 .3 .5 1.5 3.0
DVT . 1 1.0 .2 .2 z .2 X
COF AIR .2 .6 X . 1 .6 z .8
DVT X X X X .2 z
NQX AIR .1 .4 X X .1 z X
DVT . 1 X X X X z X
NZY AIR 10. a 1 17.7 14.7 15.6 17.2 6.9 40. 1
DVT 2.7 20.3 .9 19.3 12.7 2.3 6.3
SBD AIB 3.9 1.8 X ,4 . 1 X X
DVT X .1 X X X X .1
LGB Aie 1.6 1 1.9 1.5 3.9 1.1 1.1 5.8
DVT . 1 .6 X 6.9 1.5 .1 1.1
NTD AIR X 16.3 3.4 .7 • O .2 3.5
DVT X 2.7 .8 .6 .3 X X
sua AIR U.3 X 9.8 25.2 15.9 15.2 97.9
DVT . 1 X X 4.5 7.6 2.5 13.5
NLC AIR .5 7.9 X X X .2 1,6
DVT X X X X X X X
NGZ AIR 2.3 .6 X X 14.3 2,9 31.8
DVT X X X X 8.6 .2 2. 1
PWT AIE .5 15.3 . 1 2.7 X 17.7 6.1
DVT X 33.9 X 17.6 X 1.2 ,2
NOW AIR .3 16.3 .3 1.0 • 1 X 3,3
DVT X 3.8 X . 1 .8 X X
TCM AIR 1.U 4S.6 c 9.0 5.3 3.1 X
DVT . 1 3.5 .1 6.0 . 1 .2 X
CTH aiR X X X X X z z
DVT X X X X X X X
TOT PRI 1 22.40 307. U4 28.70 40.40 52.70 40,58 172.34
TOT PEI 2 18. 60 163.16 15.30 34.30 31.30 28.52 83.66
TOT DVT 13.80 102. UO 4.50 62.70 49.80 10,40 36.20
•EOT DEST 5U. 8 573, CO 48.50 137.40 133.80 79,50 292.20
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ORGIN/DEST OTH TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL
PBI 1 PBI 2 DVT ORIGIN
EOS AIR X 51.10 22.00
DVT X 9.4 82.5
NCO AIB X 9.54 6.46
DVT X 1.5 17.5
60N AIF X 30.98 20.32
DVT X 7.1 58.4
COV AIR X 1C6.70 56.20
DVT X 11.8 174.7
NBI AIR X 8.20 11.30
DVT X 3.2 22.7
PHL AIB X 51. 3U 30.06
DVT X 7.2 88.7
IND AIR X 28.85 26.65
DVT X 8.9 64.3
NGO AIR .2 5Ce.80 327.90
DVT X 206.1 1042.8
NKT AIR X g5.2U 53.36
DVT X 17.1 155.7
NHK AIR X U8.03 20.77
DVT X 13.0 81.8
EGA AIR X ai.6i 11.79
DVT X 3.5 56.9.
CHS AIR . 1 167.83 81.77
DVT X 60.7 310.3
NIP AIR 2.6 200.69 59.41
DVT X 38.2 298.3
NPA AIR X 86.80 60.20
DVT X 21.5 168.5
COF AIR .2 U.70 4.70
DVT X 3.3 12.7
NQX AIR . 1 1C.81 5.49
DVT X 4.5 20.8
NZY AIR X 31C.80 144.80
DVT X 115.2 570.8
SBD AIR X 32.68 21.72
DVT X 1.8 56.2
LGB AIR X 57.07 23.13
DVT X 20.2 100.4
NTD AIF X 2a. uo 28.20
DVT X 20.6 73.2
SOU AIB X 381.85 141.95
DVT X 80.6 604.4
NLC AIR X 21.70 4.70
DVT X 3.7 30.1
NGZ AIR X 146.90 63.50
DVT X 27.4 237.8
FWT AIR X 45.10 38.70
DVT X 57.3 139. 1
NUW AIR X 32.97 19.83
DVT X 11.3 64. 1
TCM AIR .a 65.25 63.05
DVT X 15.9 144.2
CTH AIR X 1.90 X
DVT X X 1.9
TOTAL FBI 1 3. ao 2555.84* X X X
TOT A
I
PRI 2 .20 X 1347.96* X X
TOTAL DVT X X X 771.0 X
TOTAL DEST 3,60 X X X 4678.8
Numters dc not balance precisaly due to rounding error;





CBIGIN HIGH EBIORITI AIR CARGO DISTRIBOTIOM
ORGIN/DESI BOS NCO GON DOV HRI PHL IND
EOS PBI 1 X ,14 2.94 .49 x .28 .21
FBI 2 X .06 1.26 .21 x .12 .09
NCO PBI 1 .18 X .89 .48 x .06 .06
PBI 2 . 12 X .61 .32 X .04 ,04
GON PBI 1 3.32 ,24 x 1.09 x .60 ."18
PBI 2 2. 18 .16 X .71 X .40 .12
DOV PBI 1 1.90 .26 2.10 x .39 2.75 1.05
PBI 2 1.00 .14 1.10 X .21 1.45 .55
iRI PBI 1 .21 X X .42 X .63 X
PBI 2 .29 X X .58 X ,87 x
PHL PBI 1 1,94 ,24 .97 2.89 .12 X .24
PBI 2 .66 ,16 .43 3.41 .08 x .06
IND PBI 1 .52 X .16 ,68 .05 .26 x
PBI 2 .48 X .14 .62 .05 ,24 x
NGO PBI 1 14.59 4,74 21.04 39.89 7.72 14.96 2.80
PBI 2 9.41 3,06 13.56 25.71 4.98 9.64 1.80
NKT PBI 1 1, 17 X ,68 2,95 .18 .43 .49
FBI 2 .73 X .42 1.85 -.12 .27 .31
NHK PBI 1 ,91 X ,21 1.75 .35 .56 .28
PBI 2 .39 X ,09 .75 .15 .24 .12
CCA PBI 1 X X .47 .78 .39 .16 .39
PBI 2 X X .13 .22 .11 .04 .11
CHS PBI 1 13.72 2,29 10.22 5.45 .13 3.83 4.17
FBI 2 6,68 1,11 4.98 2.65 .07 1.87 2.03
NIP FBI 1 4.32 .23 .39 14.20 .46 2.93 1.77
PBI 2 1.28 ,07 .11 4.20 .14 .87 .53
NPA PBI 1 .47 X 1,06 1.30 .59 .94 .18
PBI 2 .33 X .74 .90 .41 .66 .12
COF PBI 1 ,20 .C5 .25 .20 x x .10
FBI 2 , 20 ,C5 .25 .20 x x .10
NQX PBI 1 .07 X .07 .07 x .07 .07
FBI 2 .03 X .03 .03 x .03 .03
N2Y PBI 1 2.32 1.36 2.93 6.55 .61 2.80 3,62
PBI 2 1.08 .64 1.37 3.05 .29 1,30 1.68
SBD PBIIxxxxxxx
PBI2XXXXXXX
LGB FBI 1 .64 .36 .28 .93 x .64 .78
FEI 2 .26 ,14 ,12 ,37 x .26 .32
NTD FBI 1 X ,05 X X X 1.62 .14
PBI 2 X ,05 X X X 1.88 .16
SOD FBI 1 7.51 .80 4.74 10.93 1.17 4.81 3.28
FEI 2 2.79 ,30 1.76 4.07 .43 1.79 1.22
NLC FBI 1 .33 XXX .08 x .16
FBI 2 . 07 X X X .02 x .04
NGZ PBI 1 2,37 .42 1.26 1.89 .21 4.12 .28
FBI 2 1.03 .18 .54 .81 .09 1.78 .12
FWT PBI 1 .84 .21 1.42 .84 .05 .58 .26
PBI 2 .76 ,19 1.28 .76 .05 .52 .25
NUW FBI 1 X X .06 1.00 X .06 1.31
FEI 2 X X ,04 .60 X .04 .79
ICM FBI 1 .76 .61 1,32 .76 x .61 .15
PBI 2 .74 ,59- 1.28 .74 x .59 .15
CTK FEIIxxxxxxx
FBI2XXXXXXX
lOT FEI 1 58.29 12.00 53.46 95.54 12.50 43.70 21.97
TOT FBI 2 30,51 6.90 30.24 52.76 7.20 2U.90 10.73
TOT DEST 88.80 18.90 83.70 148.30 19.70 68.60 32.70
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ORGIN/DESI NGO KKT NHK DC A CHS KBY Ni:
BOS FBI 1 11.46 1.33 .28 .07 17.41 .84 1.19
PFI 2 a. 94 -57 .12 .03 7.49 .36 .51
NCO PPI 1 3. 16 -12 X .18 1.31 X .06
PBI 2 2. 14 .C8 X .12 .89 X .04
GON PEI 1 12.44 .06 .06 .72 3.37 .54 1-75
PEI 2 8. 16 .04 .04 .48 2.46 .36 1.15
DOV FBI 1 40.4 1 5-70 1 .83 1.05 14. 08 .39 4.59
PBI 2 21. 2 9 3-CO .97 .55 7.42 .21 2.41
«RI PBI 1 2.52 -50 .34 .17 .04 X .63
PBI 2 3.4 8 -70 .46 .23 .06 X .87
5HL PBI 1 14.44 .69 .32 ,69 4.82 .24 6.79
PEI 2 8.26 .71 -18 .21 3.68 .36 2.11
IND PEI 1 8.7 .47 .42 .26 3.64 .05 .57
PEI 2 8.00 -43 .38 .24 3.36 .05 .53
NGU PEI 1 X 41-23 15 .08 17.70 85.80 5.53 54.06
PBI 2 X 26-57 9 .72 11.40 55-30 3.57 34-84
NKT PBI 1 31. 24 X 3 .01 1.97 .80 X 4.43
PEI 2 19.56 X 1 .89 1.23 .5 X 2.77
NHK PBI 1 22.83 5.24 X X 1.82 z 3.07
PEI 2 9.87 2-26 X X .78 X 1.33
ECA PEI 1 8.2 6 6,78 X X 13.95 . 16 .16
PEI 2 2.34 1.92 X X 3.95 .04 .04
CHS PEI 1 62.47 1-34 1 -01 2.29 X X 7.33
PEI 2 30-43 .66 .49 1.11 X X 3.57
NIP PEI 1 54.4 8 8.10 4 .17 .54 6.02 . 23 X
PEI 2 16. 12 2.40 1 .23 .16 1.78 .07 X
NPA PEI 1 22.26 4.43 1 .59 .35 5.08 X 18.13
PEI 2 15. 44 3.07 1 .11 .25 3.52 X 12.57
COF PEI 1 .60 -45 X .10 .65 X .05
PEI 2 .60 .45 X .10 .65 X .05
NQX PBI 1 1.33 .93 .07 X .07 .07 5.30
PEI 2 .67 .47 .03 X .03 .03 2.70
NZY PEI 1 41.96 8.87 1 .77 3.00 12.28 .27 9.96
PEI 2 19.5 4 4.13 .83 1.40 5.72 . 13 4.64
SBD PEI 1 .06 .12 .06 X X X .12
PEI 2 .04 .08 .04 X X X .08
IGB PBI 1 8.9 7 2-42 .85 .43 3-63 X 1.64
PEI 2 3.63 .98 .35 . 17 1.47 X .66
NTD PEI 1 4.04 .32 . 14 .09 . 19 -05 .42
PEI 2 4.66 .38 .16 .11 .21 .05 .48
SUU PEI 1 50.59 10.06 3 .86 4.01 18.52 . 44 21.07
PEI 2 18.81 3.74 1 .44 1.49 6.88 . 16 7.83
NLC PBI 1 1.56 .33 .41 .03 .16 X 4-60
PEI 2 .34 .07 .09 .02 .04 X 1.00
NGZ PBI 1 13.27 .91 .63 .63 5.73 . 14 2.02
PBI 2 5.73 .39 .27 .27 2.47 .06 .88
FWT PEI 1 2.90 X .05 .37 2. 11 X .16
PEI 2 2.6 X .05 .33 1.89 X .14
NUW PEI 1 3.6 8 .44 .31 .06 X X 7.99
PBI 2 2.2 2 .26 .19 .04 X X 4.81
TCM PBI 1 3.97 .C5 .05 .51 6.82
- 10 .86
PBI 2 3.8 3 .05 .05 .49 6.58 . 10 .84
CTH PBI 1 X X X X X X 1.90
FBI 2 X X X X X X X
TOT PBI 1 4 27. 60 100.69 36 -31 35.27 208.67 9.05 158.85
TOT PEI 2 212.70 53.41 20 .09 20.43 117. 13 5.55 86.85




ORGIN/DEST NPA CCF NQX NZY NYL SBD LGE
EOS FBI 1 .28 .14 X 1.54 X X 1 .12
PEI 2 . 12 .06 X .66 X X .48
NCO FBI 1 .24 .06 X .66 X X .18
PBI 2 . 16 .04 X .44 X X .12
GON FBI 1 . 12 .54 X .97 X X .18
PEI 2 .08 .36 X .63 X X .12
DOV PFI





SRI PBI 1 .42 X X .55 X .08 .14
PBI 2 .58 X X .75 X . 12 .06
PHL FBI 1 .72 X .08 3-97 X . 16 2.31
PBI 2 .48 X .02 2.23 X .14 1-09
IND PBI 1 .21 .21 .10 3.59 X .21 1-15
PBI 2 . 19 .19 .10 3.31 X . 19 1-05
NGO FBI 1 15.5 1 1.46 4 .38 15.75 X 4.01 17.39
PBI 2 9.9 9 .94 2 .82 33.35 X 2.59 11 .21
NKT PBI 1 3.2 .18 .68 11.38 X 2.40 5.17
PBI 2 2.00 .12 .42 7.12 X 1.50 3.23
NHK FBI 1 1.26 X .21 2.37 X X .91
FBI 2 .54 X .09 1.03 X X .39
ECA FBI 1 .47 •X .16 .86 X .55 .23
FBI 2 . 13 X .04 .24 X . 15 .07
CHS PBI 1 6.4 6 6.12 .67 8.34 X .61 5.65
PBI 2 3. 14 2.98 .33 4.06 X . 29 2.75
NIP FBI 1 4 2.90 X 6 .79 9.88 X -23 4.48
FBI 2 12.70 X 2 .01 2.92 X .07 1.32
NPA FBI 1 X .89 1 ,59 8.21 X 1.48 3.42
PBI 2 X .61 1 . 11 5.69 X 1.02 2.3 8
COF FBI 1 .20 X .05 .10 X X .45
PBI 2 .20 X .05 .10 X X .45
NQX PBI 1 1. 19 .60 X .20 X X .27
FBI 2 .61 .30 X .10 X X .13
NZY FBI 1 9.6 9 1.23 .68 X 12.69 21.90 14.46
FBI 2 4.51 .57 .32 X 5.91 10.20 6.74
SBD FBI 1 .06 X X 26.67 X X 1.86
PBI 2 .04 X X 17.73 X X 1.24
IGB FBI 1 2. 42 .07 .07 11.95 X 1.85 X
PBI 2 .98 .03 .03 4.85 X .75 X
NTD FBI 1 .23 X .09 3.29 X 2.09 .32
PBI 2 .27 X .11 3.81 X 2.41 .38
suu PBI 1 7.58 .44 1 .17 89.59 X 3.50 15.09
FBI 2 2.8 2 .16 .43 33.31 X 1.30 5.61
NLC PBI 1 .25 .16 X 4.77 X X .41
FBI 2 .05 .04 X 1.03 X X .09
NGZ FBI 1 .98 .28 .21 44.20 X 2.37 28.77
PBI 2 .42 .12 .09 19.10 X 1.03 12.43
FWT PBI 1 . 11 .11 .11 7.43 X X 3.21
PHI 2 .09 .C9 .09 6.6 7 X X 2.89
NUW FBI 1 .50 X X 3.50 X . 12 .62
PEI 2 .30 X X 2.10 X .08 .38
TCM FBI 1 .46 .56 .05 8.95 X 1.22 2.19
FBI 2 . 44 .54 .05 8.65 X 1. 18 2.11
CTH FBI 1 X X X X X X X
FBI 2 X X X X X X X
TOT FBI 1 96.84 13.18 17 .22 309.63 12.69 43. 44 111.85
10T FBI 2 n. 56 7.22 8 .18 162.47 5.91 23.36 57.75
TOT DEST 138.40 20.40 25 .40 472. 10 18.60 66.80 179.60
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26. 83 297.30 29.76
14. 17 173.30 14 .24













































































































































































































































OEGIN/DESI OTH ICTAL TOTAL TOTAL
FBI 1 PBI 2 ORIGIN
EOS PBI 1 z 51,12
FBI 2 X 21.98 73.10
NCO PBI 1 Z' 9.55
PBI 2 z 6.45 16.00
GON PBI 1 z 30.96
PBI 2 X 20.34 51.30
EOV PBI 1 z 1C6.71
PBI 2 z 56.19 162.90
WRI PBI 1 z 6.19
PBI 2 z * 11.31 19.50
FHL PBI 1 z 51.34
PBI 2 z 30.16 81.50
IND PBI 1 z 26.86
PBI 2 X 26.54 55.40
NGO PBI 1 . 12 5Ce.79
PBI 2 .08 327.91 836.70
NKT PBI 1 X €5.23
PBI 2 z 53.37 136.60
NHK PBI 1 z 46.06
PBI 2 z 20.74 63.80
CCA PBI 1 X 41.64
PBI 2 X 11.76 53.40
CHS PBI 1 .07 167.86
PBI 2 .03 81.74 259.60
NIP PBI 1 2.01 2CC.71
PBI 2 .59 59.39 260.10
NPA PBI 1 X £6.80
PBI 2 X 60.20 147.00
COF PBI 1 . 10 4.70
PBI 2 . 10 4.70 9.40
NQX PBI 1 -07 1C.86
PBI 2 .03 5.44 16.30
NZY PBi 1 X 310.80
PBI 2 z 144.80 455.60
SBD PBI 1 z 32.67
PBI 2 z 21.73 54.40
LGB PBI 1 z 57.08
PBI 2 z 23.12 80.20
NTD PBI 1 z 24.39
PBI 2 X 28.10 52.60
SDO PBI 1 X 361.84
PBI 2 X 141.96 523.80
NLC PBI 1 X 21.68
PBI 2 X 4.72 26.40
NGZ PBI 1 X 146.92
PFI 2 z 63.48 210.40
PWT PBI 1 z 43.09
PBI 2 z 38.71 8.1 . 80
NOW FBI 1 X 32.95
PBI 2 X 19.85 52.80
TCM FBI 1 .20 65.25
PBI 2 .20 63.05 128.30
CTH FBI 1 z 1.90
PBI 2 z z 1.90
lOT PBI 1 2.57 2559.95* z X
TOT PBI 2 1.03 X 1 347.65* X
TOT BEST 3.60 X X 3907.80
* Nufflfcers dc not agr€€ precisely with appsndix D due to
rounding errors.





CPGIN/DEST BOS KCO GON DOV WRI PHL IND
EOS PEI 1 z .14 3.84 .49 X .28 .49
PRI 2 z .C6 1 .66 .21 X . 12 .21
SCO PBI 1 . 18 X .89 .48 X .06 .12
PRI •^z . 12 X .61 .32 X .04 .08
GON PRI 1 U. 29 .30 X 1.09 X .60 .42
PBI 2 2.81 -20 X .71 X .40 .28
DOV PEI 1 1.90 .26 2.10 X .39 2.75 1.31
PBI 2 1.00 .14 1.10 X .21 1.45 .69
WRI PRI 1 .21 z X .42 X .63 z
PBI 2 .29 z X .58 X .87 X
PHL PBI 1 1.9a .24 .97 2.89 . 12 z .32
PBI 2 .66 .16 .43 3.41 .08 z .08
IND PRI 1 .68 z .16 .73 .05 .31 z
PRI 2 .62 z .14 .67 .05 .29 z
NGU PRI 1 14.59 4.74 21 .04 40.26 7.72 14.96 4.80
PRI 2 9.41 3.C6 13.56 25.94 4.98 9.64 3.10
NKT PEI 1 1. 17 z .68 2.95 . 18 .43 .68
PBI 2 .73 z .42 1.85 .12 .27 .42
NHK FBI 1 .91 z .21 1.75 .35 .56 .42
PRI 2 .39 z .09 .75 . 15 . 24 .18
EC A PRI 1 z z .47 1.01 .39 . 16 .39
PBI 2 X z .13 .29 . 11 .04 .1 1
CHS PRI 1 17.9 5 2.62 11 .77 6.93 .27 4. 44 5.38
PRI 2 8.7 5 1.28 5.73 3.37 .13 2. 16 2.62
NIP PBI 1 5.09 .23 .46 15.20 .69 4. 17 2.01
PEI 2 1.51 .C7 .14 4.50 .21 1,23 .59
NPA PEI 1 .83 .12 1.30 1.36 .65 1. 24 ,30
PRI 2 .57 .C8 .90 .94 .45 .86 .20
COF PBI 1 .20 .05 .25 .20 z z .10
PEI 2 .20 .C5 .25 .20 X X .10
NQX PEI 1 .07 X .07 .07 .07 .07 .07
PEI 2 .03 X .03 .03 .03 .03 .03
NZY PEI 1 3.07 1.50 3 .48 8.12 .68 3.21 6.62
PBI 2 1.43 .70 1,62 3.78 .32 1.49 3.06
SBD PBI 1 .54 X X X X X .18
PBI 2 .36 X X X X X .12
LGB PRI 1 .71 .43 .50 1.00 z .78 1.00
PEI 2 .29 .17 .20 .40 X .32 .40
NTD PBI 1 X .09 X X X 2.51 .28
PBI 2 X .11 X X X 2.89 .32
SOU PBI 1 10.28 .87 5. 10 14.36 1.31 5.76 4.96
PEI ^ 3.8 2 .33 1 .90 5.34 .49 2. 14 1.84
ULC PBI 1 .58 X X X .08 X .16
PBI 2 , 12 X X X .02 X .04
NGZ PBI 1 2.5 8 .42 1.61 2.51 .21 5.52 ,84
PBI 2 1. 12 .18 .69 1.09 .09 2. 38 .36
PWT PBI 1 1.05 .47 1 .79 1.05 .05 .79 .53
PBI 2 .95 .43 1 .61 .95 .05 .71 .47
NUH PEI 1 X X .06 1.19 , 12 .06 1 ,62
PBI 2 X X .04 .71 .08 .04 .98
Tca PBI 1 . 86 -66 1 .37 1.02 X . 81 .15
PRI 2 .84 .64 1.33 .98 X .79 .15
CTH PEI 1 X X X X X X X
PBI 2 X X X X X X X
TOT PBI 1 69.68 13.14 58.12 105,08 13.33 50. 10 33.15
TOT PEI 2 36. 02 7.66 32 .58 57.02 7.57 28.40 16.45
TOT D£ST 1C5.70 20.80 90.70 162. 10 20,90 78. 50 49.60
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TOT PEI 1 500.41 113.10
lOT PEI 2 2 4 5-49 59.50































































































































































































































































































ORGIN/DEST NPA CCF NQX NZY NYL SBD IGE
BOS PEI 1 .28 .14 .07 1.82 z X 1.54
PBI 2 . 12 .06 .03 .78 z z .66
NCO PEI 1 .24 .12 X .83 z z .30
PEI 2 . 16 -08 X .57 z z .20
GON PRI 1 . 18 -60 X 1.15 z ' z .4 2
PRI 2 . 12 -40 X .75 z • z .28
EOV PRI 1 1.77 -13 .26 5.76 z .66 2.49
PBI 2 .93 .07 .14 3.04 z .34 1.31
HRI PRI 1 .55 X .04 .88 z .08 .25
PRI 2 .75 X .06 1.22 z .12 .35
fHL PRI 1 .8U X .08 4.69 z . 16 2.79
PRI 2 .56 X -02 2.71 z . 14 1.31
IND PRI 1 .26 .21 .10 4.63 z .21 1.56
PRI .24 .19 .10 4.27 z . 19 1.44
NGO PRI 1 24.3 2 2.61 6.14 74.37 z 4.01 25.72
PRI 2 15.68 1.69 3.96 47.93 z 2.59 16.58
NKT PRI 1 4.4 9 .18 .92 16.30 z 2.46 6.27
PRI 2 2.81 .12 -58 10.20 z 1.54 3.93
NHK PEI 1 2. 16 X .42 4.68 z X 1.75
PRI 2 .94 X .18 2.02 z z .75
EGA PRI 1 .47 X .39 1.01 z .55 .31
PRI 2 . 13 X .11 .29 z . 15 -09
CHS PEI 1 6.52 6.12 .67 10.42 z .61 7.67
PBI 2 3. 18 2.98 .33 5.08 X .29 3.73
NIP PRI 1 44. 98 X 7.33 12.50 X .23 6.25
PRI 2 13.32 X 2.17 3.70 z .07 1.85
NPA PEI 1 z .89 1 .59 11.46 z 1.48 3.90
PBI 2 z .61 1 .11 7.94 z 1.02 2.70
COP PRI 1 .20 X .05 . 15 z X .45
PRI 2 .20 X .05 .15 X X .45
NQX PRI 1 1. 19 -60 X .20 z z .27
PRI 2 .61 .30 X .10 z X .13
NZY PBI 1 13. 2 3 2.C5 .96 X 13.78 21.90 15.49
PEI 2 6. 17 .95 .44 X 6.42 10.20 7.21
SBD PRI 1 . 18 X X 26.73 X X 1.86
PRI 2 . 12 X X 17.77 X X 1.24
IGB PRI 1 2.99 .07 .07 13.73 z 1.85 X
PRI 2 1.21 .03 .03 5.57 z .75 X
NTD PEI 1 .28 X .09 7.89 z 2.09 1.02
PEI 2 .32 X .11 9.11 z 2.4 1 1.18
500 PBI 1 9.33 .44 1 .75 90.61 z 3.50 15.24
PBI 2 3.4 7 .16 .65 33.69 z 1.30 5.66
NLC FBI 1 . 33 .16 X 4.93 z X .49
PEI 2 .07 -04 X 1.07 z X .11
NGZ PRI 1 1.3 3 -35 .28 44.20 z 2.37 29.05
PBI 2 .57 .15 . 12 19.10 z 1.03 12.55
PWT PRI 1 . 11 .11 .16 7,48 z X 3.27
PEI 2 .09 .C9 .14 6.72 z X 2.93
NUH PRI 1 .50 X X 3.68 z . 12 .62
PEI 2 .30 X X 2.22 z .08 .38
Tca PEI 1 .56 .61 .05 9.71 z 1.22 2.19
PBI 2 .54 .59 .05 9.39 z 1. 13 2.11
CTH PBI 1 X X X X X X X
PEI X X X X X X X
TOT PBI 1 117.29 15.39 21 .42 359.81 13.78 43.50 131.17
lOT PEI 2 52.6 1 8.51 10 .38 195.39 6.42 23.40 69.13
TOT DEST 169.90 23. SO 31 .80 555.20 20.20 66. 90 200.30
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ORGIN/DESI NTD SOO NLC NGZ PWT NOW TCM
EOS PEI 1 X 7.13 X .70 4.26 X 2.52
PBI 2 X 3.07 X .30 1.84 X 1.08
NCO PBI 1 X .95 X .24 .36 X .54
PRI 2 X .65 X . 16 .24 X .36
GON PEI 1 .06 1.93 X .91 .36 X 2.66
PRI 2 -OU 1.27 X .59 .24 X 1.74
•DOV PEI 1 .20 14.08 X 1.51 1.51 1. 24 5.24
PRI 2 . 10 7.42 X .79 .79 .66 2.76
5iRI PEI 1 .04 1.09 .17 .08 .46 .04 .17
PEI 1^ .06 1.51 .23 .12 .64 .06 .23
EHL PRI 1 .53 6.03 .16 .63 2. 14 .12 1.62
PRI 2 .57 3.47 .24 .32 1. 16 . 18 .88
IND PRI 1 .42 4.43 .31 .89 .26 1. 41 1.04
PEI 2 .38 4.07 .29 .8 1 .24 1.29 .96
NGU PEI 1 9.06 65.31 2 .80 6.26 14.90 3.53 17.21
PEI 2 5.84 42. C9 1 .80 4.04 9.60 2.27 11.09
NKT PEI 1 .74 11.38 .37 .18 X .49 2.64
PEI 2 .46 7.12 .23 .12 X . 31 1.66
NHK PRI 1 1.47 5.03 .49 .07 .28 .42 1.33
PRI 2 .63 2.17 .21 .03 .12 . 18 .57
ECA PRI 1 .39 6. 08 X .23 . 16 X 1.25
PRI 2 . 11 1.72 X .07 .04 X .35
CHS PRI 1 .37 16.47 X 2.29 3.70 . 13 9.01
PRI. 2 .43 8.03 X 1.11 1.80 .07 4.39
NIP PEI 1 2.3 1 21 .60 6 .17 .62 1.08 8.95 2.70
PRI 2 .69 6.40 1 .83 . 18 .32 2.65 .80
NPA PEI 1 .47 11.34 .65 .30 .30 1.00 1 .77
PEI 2 .33 7. 66 .45 .20 .20 .70 1.23
COP PEI 1 . 10 .30 X .05 .40 X .50
PRI 2 . 10 .30 X .05 .40 X .50
NQX PEI 1 . 13 .27 X X .07 X X
PEI 2 .07 .13 X X .03 X X
NZY PEI 1 8.9 4 94.14 10 .64 23.81 20.40 6.28 31.65
PEI 2 4. 16 43. £6 4 .96 11.09 9.50 2.92 14.75
SBD PEI 1 2.3 4 1 .14 X .24 .06 X .06
PRI 2 1.56 .76 X . 16 .04 X .04
IGB FBI 1 1.21 8.90 1 .07 7.69 1.85 .85 4.91
PSI 2 .49 3.60 .43 3.11 .75 .35 1.99
NTD PBI 1 X 8.81 1 .95 .60 .28 .09 1 .62
PRI 2 X 10.19 2 .25 .70 .32 . 1 1 1.86
SUU PEI 1 3. 21 X 7 .14 21.65 17. 13 12.90 81.21
PRI 2 1. 19 X 2 .66 8.05 6.37 4. 80 30.19
NLC PRI 1 .41 6.49 X X X . 16 1.32
PRI 2 ,09 1.41 X X X .04 .28
NGZ PRI 1 1.61 .42 X X 15.99 2. 16 23.67
PBI 2 .69 .18 X X 6.91 .94 10.23
EWT PRI 1 . 26 25. S2 .05 10.70 X 9.96 3.32
PBI 2 . 24 23.28 .05 9.60 X 3.94 2.9S
NUW PRI 1 . 19 12.55 .19 .69 .56 X 2.06
PRI 2 . 11 7.55 .11 .41 .34 X 1.24
TCM PEI 1 .76 27.01 .31 7.63 2.75 1.68 X
PEI 2 .74 26.09 .29 7.37 2.65 1.62 X
CTH PEI 1 X X X X X X X
PEI 2 X X X X X X X
TOT PBI 1 35. 72 358. €0 32 .47 88.02 89.26 51. 41 200.02
10T PBI 2 19.0 8 214.20 16 .03 49.38 44.54 28.09 92.18
lOT DEST 54.8 573. CO 48 .50 137.40 133. 80 79. 50 292.20
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CRGIN/DZS1 OTH TCTAL TOTAL TOTAL
FBI 1 PRI 2 ORIGIN
EOS PFI 1 X 5"/. 67
PEI 2 X- 24.83 82.50
NCO PBI 1 X 1C.44
PEI 2 X 7.06 17.50
GON PEI 1 X 35.25
PEI 2 X 23.15 . 58.40
COV PEI 1 X 114.42
PBI 2 X 60.28 174.70
iRI PBI 1 X 9.52
PEI 2 X 13.18 22.70
EHL PBI 1 X 56.29
PEI 2 X 32.41 88.70
IND PEI 1 X 33.50
PBI 2 X 30.80 64.30
NGa PEI 1 . 12 634.10
PEI 2 .08 408.70 1042.80
NKT PEI 1 X S5.75
PBI 2 X 59.95 155.70
NHK PBI 1 X 57.14
PEI 2 X 24.66 81.80
CCA PBI 1 X 44.36
PEI 2 X 12.54 56.90
CHS PEI 1 .07 208.65
PBI 2 .03 101.65 310.30
NIP PEI 1 2-0 1 23C.15
PEI 2 .59 68.15 298.30
NPA PBI 1 X SS.53
PEI 2 X 68.97 168.50
COF PEI 1 . 10 6.35
FBI 2 . 10 6.35 12.70
NQX PBI 1 .07 13.84
PEI 2 .03 6.96 20.80
NZT PBI 1 X 389.41
PBI 2 X 181.39 570.80
SBD PBI 1 X 33.75
PEI 2 X 22.45 56.20
LGB PEI 1 X 71.45
PEI 2 X 28.95 100.40
NTD PBI 1 X 33.95
PBI 2 X 39.25 73.20
sua PBI 1 X 440.60
PBI 2 X 163.80 604.40
NIC PEI 1 X 24.72
PEI 2 X 5.38 30.10
NGZ PSI 1 X 166.06
PBI 2 X 71.74 237.80
FWT PBI 1 X 73.28
PBI 2 X 65.32 139. 10
NUW PEI 1 X 40.01
PBI 2 z 24.09 64. 10
Tca PBI 1 .20 73.32
PBI 2 .20 70.88 144.20
CTH PBI 1 X 1.90
PBI 2 X X 1.90
TOT PBI 1 2.57 3055,41 X X
TOT PBI 2 1.03 X 1623.39 X
TOT EESl 3.6 X X 4678.80




GCVEENMENT-FOBNISHED SERVICES AND EQOIPHBHT






f. Positioning, operating and depositioning of APU and
air start units**
g. Fire guard for engine starts**
h. Positioning, operating and depositioning of compres-
sci for airing or struts and rires*
i. Ramp sweeping*
j. Maintenance stands, refueling ladders and crew stairs
k. Fuel services*
1. Wash rack facilities
m. Into-plane service of propellers de.-icing fluid,
hydraulic fluid, ADI fluid and oxygen (gaseous
or LCX) on a reimbursable basis for the materials
2. Terminal and traffic services which include:
a. Cargo receiving, processing, documentation and
positioning for loading**
b. Cargo manifesting**
c. Cargc handling equipment**
d- Portable water (includes equipment and into plane
servicing) *#
e. Leading, tiedcwn, and unloading**
f. Lavatory servicing carts (includes positioning, hock-
up, operation, and depositioning)
g. Flightline transportation for crews*
3. Fire and crash rescue support*
U, Emercency medical services (on reimbursable basis)
5. Billeting and messing of the contractor's crews*
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6. Spac€ or facilities to support operations*
7. An automatic communication system at all terminals, the
Navy Control office, and contractor's base of
operations*
8. Lead, tiedown, aid unload ballast, upon request, when
needed for test, training, or ferry flights*
9. Aircraft clearance facilities*
NOTE: A4.1 of the aforementioned items will be furnished at
Air Force Installations.
Only these items will be furnished at Maval Air Stations
# Only these items will be furnished at commercial airports
SOQRCE: Part I, Section H, MAC Solicitation No. F11626-83-R-





FlIGHT FaEQDSyCY, r&TTSRNS, TIMES AND STATOTS SUES
Flight 142 - Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday
Origin^pestina^ion hli.1. z DEPA RT lillSS
Originate Travis ABF CA ORIG - 1330 x
lo NAS North Island CA 1520 - 1635 467
10 NAS Pensacola FL 2210 - 2310 1766
To NAS Jacksonville FI 0030 - 0145 337
To Charleston AFB SC 0250 - 0350 207
To NAS NcrfoliC VA 0520 - 0635 350
To Dover AFB DE 0730 - TERM 158
Flight 141 - Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday
Oriqin/Dsst inaticn h^^L %. DEPART HUES
Originate Dover AFB EE GRIG - 0945 x
To NAS Norfolk VA 1045 - 1200 158
To Charleston AFB SC 1345 - 1445 350
To NAS Jacksonville FI 1555 - 1710 207
To NAS PeriSaoola FL 1840 - 1940 337
To NaS North Island CA 0200 - 0315 1766
To Travis AFB CA 0515 - TERM 467
Flight 134 - Sunday, Wednesday, and Saturday
^liHiS^PSStina^ion ARRI ^ OEPART «IISS
Originate Travis A?B CA ORIG - 0801 x
To NAS North Island Ci 0950 - 1105 467
To Indianapolis IN 1640 - 1740 1785
To NAS Norfolk 7 A 1950 - 2 105 576
To Charleston AFB SC 2250 - 2350 350
To NAS Jacksonville FI 0059 - TERM 207
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Flight 634 - Sunday, Wednesday, and Saturday
Origin/Dgstlnaticn ARRI z DEPART J^lll
Originate NAS Jacksonville FL ORIG - 0230 x
To Charleston AF3 SC 0335 - 0455 207
To NAS Norfolk VA 0605 - 0720 350
To Dover AFE DE 0815 - TERM 158
Flight 133 - Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday
Grig j-n/Destinat ion ARRI z DEPART MIUl
Originate Dover AFB EF ORIG - 1015 X
To NAS Norfolk VA 1115 - 1230 158
To Indianapolis IN 1500 - 1600 576
To NAS North Island CA 2230 - 23U5 1785
To Travis AFB CA 0145 - TERM 467
Flight 222 - Wednesday and Thursday
Cri2in^:De£tination ARRI - DEPART illlES
Originate Travis AFB CA ORIG - 0945 x
To McChcrd AFB WA 1205 -' 1335 614
To Travis AFB CA 1550 - TERM 614
Flight 222 - Sunday, Monday, and Thursday
0£i5lSZD«iiimticn ARRI Z DEPART i^Il^S
Originate Travis AFB CA ORIG - 0420 X
To McChord AFB HA 0640 - 0810 614
To Travis AFB CA 1025 - TERM 614
S00RC5: Part I, Section B, MAC Solicitation No. F11626-S3-R-



























X 6-32 X X
X 5-30 X X
X X X 5-30
4-QC X X X
X 58-30 X X
X 2-32 6 X
15-QC X X X




2-QC X X X
X X 3 X
X X X 2-20
1-30
X 18-30 X X
X X 8 12-30
35-QC X X X
X 57-30 X X
X X 25 X
* All cargo carriers
# is in Diocess of 1
country
SOURCE: World Aviation Directory, Summer 1982 edition




EMERT AIR FREIGHT RATE SCALES
ORGIN/DEST BOS NCO GON DOV WRI PHL IND
EOS* X 651 651 651 651 651 652
NCO* PVD* 651 X 651 651 651 651 652
GON* EDI* 651 651 X 651 651 651 652
COV# PHL* 651 651 651 X 651 X 651
WRI* IRF* 651 651 651 651 X 651 651
PHL* 651 651 651 X 651 X 651
IND* 653 653 653 651 651 651 X
NGO* 651 652 652 651 651 651 65 2
NKT# EDO* 651 652 652 651 651 651 652
NHK# ECA* 651 651 651 651 651 651 652
ECA* 651 651 651 651 651 651 652
CHS* 653 6 53 653 653 653 653 653
KBY* JAX* 653 653 653 653 653 653 653
NIP* JJX* 653 653 653 653 653 653 653
NPA + 655 6 55 655 655 655 6^55 653
COF* SCO* 653 653 653 653 653 653 653
NQX# BIA* 654 654 654 653 653 653 653
NZY* 65U 654 654 654 654 654 654
SBD* lAX* 65U 654 654 654 654 654 654
LGB* LAX* 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
NTD* SBA* 655 655 655 655 655 655 655
S00# SFO* 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
NLC! FAT* 655 655 655 655 655 655 655
NGZ* SFC* 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
FWT» sEa* 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
NDW# SEA* 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
ICM* SEA* 654 654 654 654 654 654 654
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ORGIN/CEST NGO BKT NHK DC A CHS KBY NIF
EOS* 651 651 651 651 653 653 653
NCO + PVD* 652 652 651 651 653 653 653
GON + EDL* 652 €51 651 651 653 653 65 3
DOV# PHL* 651 651 651 651 652 653 653
iRI* THE* 651 €51 651 651 653 653 65 3
FHL* 651 651 651 651 652 653 65 3
IND* 652 €52 652 652 653 653 €53
NGO* X €51 651 651 653 653 653
NKT* EDO* 651 z 651 651 653 653 653
NHK# ECA* 651 €51 X z 653 653 653
CCA* 651 €51 X X 653 653 653
CHS* 653 653 653 653 X 653 653
KBY* JAX* 653 653 653 653 653 X X
NIP* JAX* 653 653 653 653 653 X X
NPA + 655 653 655 655 653 653 653
COF+ MCO* 652 €52 653 653 653 652 652
NQX# Hia* 653 €53 653 653 653 652 €52
NZY* 654 €54 654 654 655 655 655
SBD + lAX* 65a €54 654 654 654 654 654
IGB* LAX* 654 €54 654 654 654 654 65 4
NTD* SBA* 655 655 655 655 655 655 655
SOU# SFO* 654 €54 654 654 654 654 654
NLCI FAT 655 655 655 655 655 655 65 5
NGZ* SFO* 654 654 654 65 4 654 654 654
FWT# SEA* 654 654 654 654 655 655 655
NU»« SEA* 654 654 654 654 655 655 655
ICM* SEA* 654 €54 654 654 655 655 €55
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ORGIN/DEST NPA CCF NQX NZY NYL SBD LGB
EOS* 655 6 53 653 654 654 654 654
NCO-t- PVD* 655 653 654 654 654 654 654
GON + EDL* 655 6 53 653 655 654 655 655
EOV# PHL* 655 652 652 654 654 654 654
iRI* IRE* 655 652 651 654 654 6 54 654
PHL* 655 652 652 654 654 654 654
IND* 653 653 653 654 654 654 654
NGO* 655 652 653 654 654 654 654
NKT* RDD* 653 652 653 654 654 654 654
NHKt CCA* 655 653 653 654 654 654 654
ECA* 655 653 653 654 654 654 654
CHS + 653 653 653 655 655 655 655
KBY* JAX* 653 652 652 655 655 655 655
!IIP* JAX* 653 652 652 655 655 655 655
NPA-t- X 653 653 656 656 656 656
COF* MCO* 653 X 651 654 654 654 654
NQX# BIA* 653 651 X 654 654 654 654
NZY* 656 65a 654 X 651 651 651
SBD4 LAX* 656 65U 654 651 651 X X
LGB* lAX* 656 65U 654 651 651 X X
NTD* SBA* 656 655 655 652 652 651 651
SOU* SFO* 655 6 5U 656 651 651 651 65 1
NLCI FAT* 656 655 655 651 652 651 651
' NGZ* SFO* 655 65a 656 651 651 651 65 1
PWT* SEA* 656 654 654 653 654 653 653
NUW# SEA* 656 65U 654 653 654 653 653
TCM + SEA* 656 6 54 654 653 654 653 653
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ORGIN/DEST NTD soo NLC NGZ PWT NO^ TCM
EOS* 655 65U 656 654- 654 654 654
NCO^ PVD* 655 654 655 654 654 654 €54
GON + EDL* 656 655 655 655 654 654 654
DOV# PHL* 655 €54 656 654 654 654 654
SRI* IRE* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
EHL* 655 €54 656 654 654 654 654
IND* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
NGO* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
MKT* RDO* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
NHKt EGA* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
ECA* 655 654 655 654 654 654 654
CHS + 656 €55 655 655 655 655 655
KBY + JAX* 656 €55 655 655 655 655 655
NIP* jax* 656 €55 655 655 655 655 655
NPA* 656 €56 656 656 656 656 656
COF + HCC* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
NQX# HIA* 655 €54 655 654 654 654 654
NZY* 652 €51 652 651 653 653 653
SBD + lAX* 651 €51 651 651 653 653 653
LGB* LAX* 651 €51 651 651 653 653 65 3
NTD* SEA* X €52 652 652 654 654 654
soa# SFO* 652 z 651 X 651 651 651
NLCI FAT* 652 €51 X 651 654 654 654
NGZ* SFC* 652 X 651 . X 651 651 651
FWT# SEA* 654 €52 654 652 X X X
NDW# SEA* 65U 652 654 652 X X X
1011 + SEA* 65a 652 654 652 X X X
* D€liv€ry the next business morning.
+ Delivery the naxt business afternoon.




ined to these points will be delivered the
day cr later by connecting surface trans-





LES 00 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
00 X 30 39 47 55 62 66 70 86 100
01 20 32 UO 48 55 62 67 74 88 102
02 22 33 41 49 56 63 67 75 89 103
03 22 34 42 50 57 63 67 76 90 104
OU 24 3a 43 50 58 64 68 78 92 106
05 25 35 43 51 59 64 68 79 93 107
06 26 36 44 52 60 64 69 81 95 1C9
07 27 37 45 53 60 65 69 82 96 110
08 28 38 46 53 61 65 69 83 97 111
09 29 39 46 54 62 66 70 85 99 113
SHIPMENT FATES FOR OVEH 99 POUNDS
ES/SCALE 651 652 653 654 6 55 656
100 92 106 121 139 155 187
200
• 78 91 105 121 135 . 166
300 76 88 102 118 132 161
5C0 73 86 99 115 128 157
1000 67 77 89 103 1 15 140
2000 64 75 86 100 112 136
50C0 62 73 84 97 108 133
SOURCE: Eni€ry Worldwide, Service and Rate Guide
U.S. /CANADA, Effective June 6, 1983
NOTE: Unless indicated otherwise all units are dollars
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O-D PilfiS LAND-HAOL DISTANCES
ORGIN/DEST BOS NCO GON DOV WRI PHL IND
EOS X 69 102 37 9 282 307 93 2
NCO 69 X 59 347 250 275 900
GON 102 59 X 292 195 20 2 645
EOV 379 347 ^92 X 111 84 67 9
SRI 282 250 195 111 X 37 678
FHL 307 275 220 84 37 X 655
IND 932 900 845 679 678 655 z
NGO 559 527 472 194 284 274 730
NKT 726 694 639 365 455 441 75 5
NHK 475 443 338 135 207 180 65
CCA 4 37 405 350 100 169 142 598
CHS 948 916 861 611 680 653 727
KBY 1133 10 97 1046, 795 865 838 852
NIP 1180 1148 1093 846 912 885 86 2
NPA 1399 1367 1312 1066 1131 1104 755
COF 1333 1301 1246 9^99 1069 10 38 1015
NQX 1675 1642 1587 1430 1406 1379 1342
NZY 1674 3C06 2951 2764 2784 2761 2106
SBD 29 67 2935 2880 2704 2713 2690 2 03 5
LGB 30 32 3CC0 2 945 2769 2778 2755 2100
NTD 3075 3C43 2988 2812 2821 2798 2143
SUU 3083 3C51 3002 2867 2866 2843 2236
NLC 3119 3C92 3 037 2888 2897 2874 2219
NGZ 3115 3C88 3033 2898 2897 2874 2267
PWT 29 8 3 2993 2 938 2809 2808 2785 2215
NUH 3030 3C39 2984 2855 2854 2831 226 1
ICM 2985 2994 2938 2310 2809 2786 2216
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ORGIN/DEST NGU KKT NHK DC A CHS KBY NIP
EOS 559 726 475 437 948 1133 1 18C
NCO 527 6S4 443 405 916 1097 1148
GON 472 639 338 350 86 1 1041 1093
COV 194 365 135 100 611 795 84 6
flRI 284 455 207 169 680 865 912
PHL 274 441 180 142 653 838 885
IND 730 755 650 598 ' 727 852 862
NGU X 172 185 186 418 609 654
KKT 172 X 345 340 282 448 54
NHK 185 345 X 51 520 701 752
DC A 186 340 51 X 515 699 747
CHS 418 282 520 515 X 221 27 8
KBY 609 448 701 699 221 X 51
NIP 654 540 752 74 7 278 51 X
NPA 920 628 993 973 566 4 15 384
COP 317 6S3 905 900 431 207 166
NQX 1148 1034 1246 1241 772 527 50 7
NZY /2684 2652 2707 267 1 2434 2351 2356
SBD 2624 2592 2647 261 1 2408 2331 2 33 8
1GB 26 79 2657 2712 2676 2473 2396 2403
NTD 27 3 2 2-7CO 2755 2719 2516 2439 2446
soa 29 3 1 2969 2838 2786 2785 2738 2771
NLC 27 9 8 2776 2831 2795 25 9 2 2556 2578
NGZ 296 2 29U8 2869 2371 2764 2728 2750
PWT 29 6 2964 2 780 2782 2930 2982 2981
MUW 2949 3010 2826 2774 2976 3020 3C27
TCK 29 4 2965 2781 2729 2931 2982 2 98 2
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ORGIN/DEST NPA CCF NQX NZY NYL SBD LGE
EOS 1399 1333 1675 1674 2857 2967 3C3 2
NCO 1367 1201 1642 3006 2830 2935 3 00
GON 1312 1246 1587 2951 2766 2880 2 94 5
EOV 10 66 999 1340 2764 2582 2704 2769
HRI 1131 1069 1406 2784 2603 2713 2778
FHL 1104 1C38 1379 276 1 2580 2690 2755
IND 755 1015 1342 2106 1925 2035 2100
NGU 920 617 1 148 2684 2502 2624 2679
NKT 828 693 1034 2652 2470 2592 2657
NHK 993 905 1 246 2707 2525 2647 2712
EC A 973 900 1 241 267 1 2479 2611 2676
CHS 566 ^3^ 772 2434 2252 2408 2473
KEY U15 207 527 2315 2158 2331 2396
NIP 384 166 507 2356 2174 2338 2 40 3
NPA X 522 829 2016 1834 1998 2C63
COF 522 X 362 2505 2323 2478 2552
NQX 829 362 X 2812 2630 2794 2859
NZY 2016 2505 2812 X 184 107 111
SBD 19 9 8 2467 2 794 107 221 X 74
1GB 20 6 3 2552 2859 11 1 286 74 X
NTO 2106 2595 2 902 614 329 113 70
sua 2U37 2920 3 227 515 668 452 420
NLC 2244 2727 3 034 322 475 259 227
KGZ 24 16 2899 3 206 487 632 424 392
FWT 274 1 3130 3437 1259 1395 1 174 1 164
NUW 27 87 3 176 3U83 1320 1456 1235 1225
ICM 2742 3131 3438 1220 1356 1135 1125
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ORGIN/DEST NTD SOU NLC NGZ PWT NOW TCM
EOS 30 75 3C6a 3119 3115 2983 3030 2985
NCO 30 U3 3057 3092 3088 2993 3039 2994
GON 29 88 3C02 3 037 3033 2938 2984 2938
DOV 28 12 2867 2888 289 8 2809 2855 2810
WRI 28 21 2866 2 897 2897 2808 2854 2809
PHL 2798 2843 2874 3874 2785 2831 2786
IND 214 3 2236 2219 2267 2215 2261 2216
NGO 2732 2931 2798 2962 2906 2949 2904
UKT 2700 2969 2 776 294 8 2964 3010 2965
NHK 2755 2838 2831 2869 2780 2826 2781
ECA 2719 2766 2 795 2871 2782 2774 2729
CHS 2516 2785 2592 276 4 2930 2976 2 931
KBY 2U39 27 38 2556 2728 2982 3020 2 98 2
NIP 2Ua6 2771 2578 2750 2981 3027 2982
NPA 2106 4 237 2 244 2416 2714 2787 2742
COF 2595 2920 2727 2899 3130 3176 313 1
NQX 290 2 3227 3 034 3206 3437 3483 3438
NZY 61t* 515 322 487 1259 1320 122C
SBD 113 452 259 424 1174 1235 1135
1GB 70 420 227 392 1164 1225 1125
NTD X 156 224 37 7 1161 1222 1122
sun 156 X 215 47 776 845 737
NLC 22U 215 X 187 961 -10 22 922
NGZ 377 47 187 X 907 868 76 8
FWT 1161 776 961 807 X 84 41
NUW 12 2 2 668 1022 86 8 84 X 108
TCM 1122 737 922 768 41 108 X
SOURCE; Official Table of Distances, NAVSO P-2471 (Rev 1-82)






DAIll PBEQOENCT CF CARGO MOVEHENT BETWEEH 0-D PAIHS
Direct Air Terminal to Air Terminal
0/D DOV NGO IND CHS NIP NPA NZY sau TMC
DOV X 7 3 U a 4 7 7 X
NGO 7 X 3 5 5 4 7 7 X
IND X 3 X 3 3 X 3 3 X
CHS 7 7 X X 5 4 4 4 X
NIP 7 7 X 7 X 4 4 4 X
NPA a a X ^ 4 X 4 4 X
NZY u 7 3 7 7 4 X 7 X
SUO £» 7 3 7 7 4 7 X 4
TMC X X X X X X X 4 X
Pil§£i truck op erations between 0-D pairs
* indicates main air terminals
C/D +007 GCN NCO ECS PHI WRI
DOV* X 5 5 5 5 5
GON 5x5555
NCO 5 5 X 5 5 5
EOS 5 5 5 X 5 5
PHI 5 5 5 5 X 5
HRI 5 5 5 5 5 X
0/D NGD liKT NHK ICk
NGO* X 6 5 5
NKT 6X55
NHK 5 5 X 5






0/D *NIF COF NQX NPA
NIP* X 5 5 5
COF 5 X 5 5
NQX 5 5 X 5
NPA 5 5 5 X •
0/D NZI SBD LGB NTD NGZ SOU NYL
NZI* X 6 5 5 5 5 5
SBD 6 X 5 5 5 5 5
IGB 5 5 X 5 5 5 5
NTD 5 5 5 X 5 5 5
NG2 5 5 5 5 X 5 5
SOU 5 5 5 5 5 X 5
NYL 5 5 5 5 5 5 X
C/D SOO NGZ NLC LGB NZY
SDO* X 7 5 5 5
KGZ 7 X 5 5 5
NLC 5 5 X 5 5
LBG 5 5 5 X 5
NZY 5 5 5 5 X
C/D TMC EWT NOM •
>
Tac* X 5 5
FWT 5 X 5




AVERAGE WEI6BT SHIPP:BD PER DAY
0/D BCS NCC GON DOV WRI PHL IND NGU
EOS X 18.2 500.0 63.6 x 36.4 63.6 150C.0
NCO 27.3 X 136-6 72.7 x 9.1 18.2 481.8
GON 645.5 45.5 x 163.6 x 90.9 63.6 1872.7
DOV 263.6 36.4 290. 9 x 54.5 381.8 181.8 5609.1
WRI 45.5 X X 90.9 x 136.6 x 545.5
PHL 236.4 36.4 127.3 572.7 18.3 x 36.4 2063.6
IND 118.2 X 27.3 127.3 9.1 54.5 x 1690.9
NGU 2181.8 709.1 3145.5 6018.2 1154.5 2236.4 718.2 x
NKT 172.7 X 100.0 436.4 27.3 63.6 100.0 4645.5
NHK 118.2 X 27.3 227.3 45.5 72.7 54.5 2972.7
EGA X X 54.5 118.2 45.5 18.3 45.5 1145.5
CHS 2427.3 354.5 1590.9 936.4 36.4 600.0 727.3 10581.8
KB7 XXXXX XX X
NIP 600.0 27.3 54.5 1790.9 81.8 490.9 418.1 7536.4
NPA 127.3 18.3 2C0.0 209.1 100.0 190.9 45.5 3936.4
COF 36.4 9.1 45.5 36.4 x .X 18.3 118.2
NQX 9.1 X 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 38 1.8
NZY 409.1 200.0 4€3.6 1081.8 90.9 427.3 881.8 7127.3
NYL XXXXXXX X
SBD 81.8 XX XX X 27.3 18.3
LGB 90.9 54.5 63.6 127.3 x 100.0 127.3 1427.3
NTD X 18,3 XXX 490.9 54.5 972.7
SUU 1281.8 109.1 636.4 1790.9 163.6 718.2 618.2 8445.5
NLC 63.6 XXX 9.1 x 18.3 390.9
NG2 336.4 54.5 118.2 327.3 27.3 718.2 109.1 2227.3
FWT 181. S 81.8 3C9.1 181.8 9.1 136.6 90.9 600.0
NOW X X 9.1 172.7 18.3 9.1 236.4 654.5
ICM 154.5 118.2 245.5 181.8 x 145.5 27.3 681.8
TOT 9609.2 1891.2 8154.9 14736. 1900.3 7137.0 4691.2 67827.5
All weight is in pounds
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0/D KKT NHK CCA CHS KBY NIP NPA COF
EOS 172.7 36.4 9.1 2409.1 109.1 181.8 36.4 18.3
NCO 18.3 X 27.3 245.5 X 9.1 36.4 18.3
GON 9.1 9. 1 1C9.1 672.7 81.8 300.0 27.3 90.
9
DOV 790.9 254.5 145.5 2218.2 54.5 763.6 245.5 18.3
HRI 109.1 81.8 36.4 18.3 X 163.6 118.2 X
PHL 127.3 45.5 81.8 836.4 54.5 972.7 127.3 X
IND 136.6 81.8 45.5 691.8 9. 1 118.2 45.5 36.4
NGO 6209.1 2254.5 2645.5 15854.5 863.6 12481.8 3636.4 390.9
MKT X 445.5 290.9 127.3 X 881.3 663.6 27.3
NHK 681.6 X X 300.0 9. 1 572. 7 281.8 X
DCA 790.
S
X X 1 654.5 18.3 18.3 54.5 X
CHS 218.2 190.9 363.6 X X 1454.5 881.8 82 7.3
KBY z X X X X X X X
NIP 1109.1 60 0.0 100.0 709.1 27.3 X 5300.0 X
NP& 1090.9 33 6.4 81.8 781.8 X 2790.9 X 136.6
CO? 81.8 X 18.3 118.2 X 254.5 36.4 z
NQX 172.7 18.3
•
X 9.1 9. 1 863.6 163.6 81.8
NZY 1645.5 281.6 5G9.1 1900.0 36.4 1754.5 1763.6 272.7
NYL X X X X X X X .X
SBD 18.3 9. 1 X X X 18.3 27.3 X
LGB 427.3 10 9. 1 72.7 518.2 9. 1 236.4 381.8 9.1
NTD 63.6 36.4 18.3 54.5 9. 1 90.9 54.5 X
SUO 1490.9 563.6 645.5 2445.5 54.5 3045.5 1163.6 54.5
NLC 36.
a
45.5 9.1 18.3 X 563.6 36.4 18.3
NGZ 181.8 100.0 109.1 972.7 18.3 418. 1 172.7 45.5
PWT X 9. 1 81.8 372.7 X 27.3 18.3 18.3
Nnw 109.1 45.5 9.1 X X 1481.8 72.7 X
TCM 9.1 18.3 109.1 1272.7 18.3 154.5 100.0 109.1
TOT 15700. 5573. 1 5516.6 34 201.1 1382. 29618.0 15445. 2173.6
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0/D NQX NZY KYL SBD LGB NTD SOD NLC
EOS 9.1 236.4 x' X 200.0 X 927.3 X
NCO z 127.3 X X 45.5 X 145.5 X
GON X 172.7 z X 63.6 9.1 290.9 X
E07 36.
a
800,0 X 90.9 345.5 27.3 1954.5 X
SRI 9.1 190.9 X 18.3 54.5 9.1 236.4 36.4
rHL 9.1 763.6 X 27.3 372.7 100.0 863.4 36.4
IND 27.3 809.1 X 36.4 272.7 72.7 772.7 •54.5
NGO 918.2 11118.2 X 600.0 3845.5 1354.5 9763.6 418.1
NKT 136.6 24 09.1 X 363.6 927.3 100.0 1681.8 54.5
NHK 5a.
5
609.1 X X 227.3 190.9 645.5 63.6
DC A 45.5 118.2 X 63.6 36. 4 45.5 709. 1 X
CHS 90.9 1409.1 X 81.8 1036.4 118.2 2227.3 X
KBY X X X z X X z z
NIP 863.** 1472.7 X 27.3 736.4 272.7 2545.5 727.3
NPA 245.5 1763.6 X 227.3 600.0 72.7 1745.5 100.0
COF 9.1 27.3 X X 81.8 18.3 54.5 X
NQX z 27.3 X X 36.4 18.3 36.4
•
X
NZI 127.3 X 1836. 29 18.2 2063.6 1190.9 12545.5 1418.2
NYL z z z X X X z X
SBD X 4045.5 z X 281.8 345.5 127.7 z
IGB 9.1 1700.0 X 236.4 X 154.5 1136.4 136.6
NTD 18.3 1545.5 X 409. 1 200.0 X 1727.3 381.8
SUU 218.2 11300. X 436.4 1881.8 400.0 X 89C.9
NLC .z 600.0 X X 54.5 45.5 718.2 z
NGZ 36.4 5754.5 X 309.1 3781.8 209.1 54.5 z
FHT 27.3 1290.9 X X 563.6 45.5 4472.7 9.1
NUW z 536.4 X 18.3 90.9 27.3 1827.3 27.3
ica 9.1 1736.4 X 218.2 390.9 136.6 4827.3 54.5
TOT 2900.4 50563. 1836. 6082.2 18190. 4964.2 52036.8 4409.2
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0/D NGZ PWT NUR TCM TOTAL
BOS 90.9
.
554.5 X 327.3 7500.2
NCO 36.4 54.5 X 81.8 1591.6
GON 136.6 54.5 X 400.0 5309.2
EOV 209.1 209.1 172.7 727.3 15881-9
HRI 18.3 10 0-0 9.1 36.4 2064.4
PHL 90.9 300.0 27.3 227.3 8154.6
IND 15U.5 45.5 245.5 181.8 5864.9
NGU 936.4 2227.3 527.3 2572.7 94781.8
NKT 27.3 X 72.7 390.9 14145.7
NHK 9.1 36.4 54.5 172.7 7427.2
CCA 27.3 18.3 X 145.5 5173.4
CHS 309.1 500.0 18.3 1218.2 28200.2
KBY X X X X X
NIP 72.7 127.3 1054.5 318.2 27063.4
NPA 45.5 4 5.5 154.5 272.7 15318.7
COP 9-1 72.7 X 90.9 1136.8
NQX X 9.1 X X 1882. 1
NZY 3172.7 2718.2 827.3 4218.2 51881.9
NIL X X X X X
SBD 36.4 9.1 X 9.1 5055.5
IGB S81.8 236.4 100.0 627.3 9073.1
NTD 118.2 54.5 18.3 318.2 6654.9
SDO 2700.0 2136.4 1609.1 10127.3 54927.4
NLC X X 18.3 145.5 2791.5
NGZ X 2081.8 281.8 3081.
3
21527.3
PWT 1845.5 X 1718.2 572.7 12664.1
NUW 100.0 81.8 X 300.0 5829.6
TCM 1363.6 490. 9 300.0 X 13073.2





AVEEiGE COST PER DAILY SHIPHEHT
0/D ECS NCO GCN EOV WEI PHL IND NGO
EOS X 38 365 67 X 52 67 1C05
NCO 45 X 126 75 z 29 38 424
GON 471 59 X 151 z 100 67 144 2
EOV 206 52 227 X 64 290 193 3478
WRI 59 X X 100 z 126 z 39 8
FHL 184 52 117 418 38 z 52 1321
IND 135 X 45 117 29 64 X 130 2
NGO 1462 610 2359 3731 774 1431 618 X
NKT 159 X 106 332 45 67 106 2973
NHK 109 X 45 177 59 75 64 190 3
DCA X X 64 109 59 38 59 767
CHS 2067 362 1416 927 52 594 720 8 88 9
KBY X X X X X z X X
NIP 594 45 64 1 594 88 501 426 6331
NPA 197 38 270 282 155 29j6 59 4 40 9
COP 52 29 59 52 X z 38 125
NQX 29 X 29 29 29 29 29 38 9
NZY 483 242 547 1 114 100 504 1014 6913
NYL X X X X X z X X
SBD 88 X X X X X 45 38
LGB 100 64 67 177 z 139 177 147C
NTD X 38 X X X 648 64 1245
SUU 1320 152 732 1845 227 826 711 8192
NLC 67 X X X 29 X 38 516
NGZ 397 64 155 386 45 826 152 2495
FWT 253 88 365 219 29 190 100 76 8
NUH X X 29 209 38 29 286 838
TCM . 215 164 297 210 X 202 45 1 129
lOT 8712 20 9 7 7464 12321 1360 7056 5168 58760
All amounts are in dollars
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0/D NKT NHK CCA CHS KBY NIP NPA COF
EOS 159 52 29 2 072 132 220 52 38
NCO 38 X 45 258 X 29 52 38
GON 29 29 ICO 666 88 306 45 100
DOV 577 234 154 1664 64 756 331 33
«RI 100 88 52 38 X 197 183 X
FHL 117 59 €8 719 64 963 197 X
IND 145 88 59 675 29 143 59 51
NGO 3850 1443 1653 13318 855 10485 4073 34 4
NKT X 339 267 154 X 873 657 45
NHK 496 X X 306 29 567 380 X
CCA 577 X X 1473 38 38 64 X
CHS 229 231 371 X X 1295 873 819
KBY X X X X X X X X
NIP 987 594 121 702 45 X 4452 X
NPA 971 444 68 774 X 2400 X 16 5
COF 88 X 38 143 X 232 52 X
NQX 209 38 X 29 29 743 198 88
NZY 1695 341 565 2185 52 2018 2469 330
NYL X X X. X X z X X
SBD 38 29 X X X 38 45 X
IGB 504 152 75 596 29 286 615 29
NTD 67 51 38 64 29 100 64 X
SOU 1536 648 742 2446 64 3046 1338 64
NLC 52 59 29 38 X 721 52 38
NGZ 260 139 152 1 119 38 493 268 59
FWT X 29 88 492 X 45 38 38
NUW 152 59 29 X X 1704 75 X
Tca 29 38 152 1 464 38 235 187 152
lOT 12907 5184 4995 31395 1623 27933 16819 2436
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0/D NQX NZY NYL SBD LGB NTD SUO NLC
EOS 29 286 X z 278 X 1066 X
NCO X 177 X z 59 X 202 X
GON X 268 X X 67 29 393 X
EOV 52 920 X 100 408 45 2013 X
HRI 29 265 X 38 64 29 286 52
FHL 29 878 z as 440 155 993 52
IND <»5 930 z 52 330 75 889 64
NGO 909 10785 z 690 3846 1558 9471 55 2
MKT 165 24 09 z 429 1066 155 1732 64
HHK en 700 z z 275 296 752 67
CCA 59 155 z 67 52 59 815 X
CHS 100 16 2 z 88 1192 221 2495 X
KEY X X z
.
X X X X X
NIP 7a2 1694 z 45 942 453 2851 931
NP& 258 24 6 9 z 377 942 75 2444 187
COF 29 45 z X 88 38 64 X
NQX X 45 z z 52 38 52 X
NZY 177 X 1230 1 868 1321 917 7778 1C92
NYL X X z z X z z X
SBD X 2589 z X 220 269 159 X
LGB 29 1139 X 184 z 142 761 126
NTD 38 1190 X 298 156 X 1330 33 6
SUO 362 70 06 z 332 126 1 352 X 650
NLC X 438 z X 64 59 524 X
NGZ 52 35 6 8 z 315 2420 190 64 X
FWT 45 1149 z X 558 59 3355 29
NOW X 531 z 38 100 45 1407 45
TCM 29 1545 z 229 339 190 3620 64
TOT 32a2 4 2801 1230 5195 16600 5449 45516 431 1
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C/D NGZ PWT NOW TCM TOTAL
EOS 100 638 z 386 7131
NCO 52 64 z 88 1839
GON 212 64 X 472 5158
DOV 253 253 240 836 13448
WRI 38 139 29 52 2362
EHL 100 354 45 275 7755
IND 215 59 2S7 253 6150
NGU 1077 2227 606 2 573 81340
NKT as X 75 461 12724
NHK 29 52 64 240 6751
EGA H5 38 X 202 4778
CHS 408 640 38 1 401 27068
KBY X X z z X
NIP 75 197 1213 420 26107
NAP 59 59 289 453 18160
COF 29 75 z 100 1376
NQX X 29 z z 21 13
NZY 2031 2338 819 3628 43791
NYL X z z z X
SBD 51 29 z 29 3667
1GB 717 248 121 621 8568
NTD 125 64 38 375 6358
SOU 1674 1367 1078 6 279 44250
NLC X X 38 202 2964
NGZ X 1332 220 1 972 17181
PWT 1421 z 1151 418 10927
NUW 106 38 z 228 6036
TCM 1050 432 228 z 12343




MEW DEDICATED TROCK BOOTES
OriqlD DestinatlcD
NGO via Eca* DOV
















Total $550, 7 C4
Possitl€ additional truck routes required
NZY SUO 515 22 $200,376**
Total $751 ,08 C
* Cost of NGU to DCA included in current trucking cost
# Cost is based on $1.31 per mile




REVISED AVEBAGE COST PER DAILY SHIPMEHT
0/D BOS NCO GCN DOV WRI PHL IND NGO
EOS J CT CT CT z CT 67 1005
NCO CT X CT CT z CT 38 424
60N CT CT X CT z CT 67 PT
COV CT CT CT z ct' CT 193 PT
iRI CT z z CT z CT z PT
PHL CT CT CT CT CT Z 52 PT
IND 135 X 45 117 29 64 X 130 2
NGO 1462 610 PT PT PT PT 618 z
HKT 159 X 106 PT PT PT 106 CT
NHK PT X ET PT PT PT 64 CT
CCA X X PT PT PT PT 59 CT
CHS 2087 362 1416 927 52 594 720 PT
KEY X X X z z z z X
NIP 59U 45 64 1594 88 501 426 6331
NPA 197 38 270 282 155 296 59 aa0 9
COF 52 29 59 52 z_ z 38 125
NQX 29 X 29 29 29 29 29 389
NZY aa3 242 5 47 1 114 100 504 1014 6913
NYL X X X Z z z z X
SBD 88 X z z z z 45 38
LGB 100 64 67 177 X 139 177 147
NTD X 38 z z z 648 64 1245
SUO 1320 152 732 1845 227 826 711 8192
NLC 67 X z z 29 z 38 516
NGZ 397 64 155 386 45 826 152 2495
FWT 253 88 365 219 29 190 100 76 8
NUW X X 29 209 38 29 286 838
TCM 215 164 297 210 Z 202 45 1 129
TOT 7638 1896 4161 7 161 321 4848 5168 37589
All amcunts are in dollars
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0/D NKT NHK EGA CHS KBY NIP NPA COF
EOS 159 PT PT 2 072 132 220 52 38
NCO 38 X PT 258 X 29 52 38
60N 29 PT PT 666 88 306 45 100
DOV FT PT PT 1664 64 756 331 38
NRI PT PT PT 38 z 197 183 X
FHL PT PT PT 719 64 963 197 z
IND 145 88 59 675 29 143 59 51
NGU CI CT CT PT 855 10485 4073 34 4
NKT z CT CT PT X 873 657 45
NHK CI X CT 306 29 567 380 z
CCA CT X X 1473 38 38 64 z
CHS 229 231 371 X X PT 873 PI
KBY X X X X X z X z
NIP 987 594 121 PT T z CT X
NPA 971 444 68 774 X CT X 165
COF 88 X 38 PT X CT 52 z
NQX 209 38 X 29 29 743 198 CI
NZY 1695 341 565 2185 52 2018 2469 330
NYL z X X z . X z X z
SBD 38 29 X X X 38 45 X
IGB 504 152 75 596 29 286 615 29
NTD 67 51 38 64 29 100 64 X
SDU 1536 648 "742 2 446 64 3046 1338 64
NLC 52 59 29 38 X 721 52 38
NGZ 260 139 152 1 119 38 493 268 59
PWT z 29 88 492 X 45 38 38
NUW 152 59 29 X z 1704 75 X
TCM 29 38 152 1464 38 235 187 152
TOT 6959 29 40 2567 17078 1578 24006 12367 1529
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0/D NQX NZY SYL SBD LGB NTD SUU NLC
EOS 29 286 X X 278 X 1066 X
MCO X 177 X X 59 X 202 X
GON X 268 X X 67 29 393 X
DOV 52 920 X 100 408 45 2013 X
HRI 29 265 X 38 64 29 286 52
PHL 29 878 X 45 440 155 993 52
IND U5 930 X 52 330 75 889 64
NGU 909 10785 X 690 3846 1558 9471 552
NKT 165 2U0 9 X 429 1066 155 1732 64
NHK 6a 700 X X 275 296 752 67
EGA 59 155 X 67 52 59 815 X
CHS 100 1620 X 88 1192 221 2495 X
KBY X X X X X X X X
NIP 7^2 1694 X 45 942 453 2851 931
NPA 258 2469 X 377 942 75 2444 187
COP PT 45 X X 88 38 64 X
NQX X 45 X X 52 38 52 X
NZY 177 X CT CT CT CT CT CT
NIL X X X X X X X X
SBD X CT X X CT CT CT X
LGB 29 CT X CT X CT CT CT
NTD 38 1190 X CT CT X CT CT
SOU 362 CT X CT CT CT X CT
NLC X CT X X CT CT CT X
NGZ 52 CT X CT CT CT CT X
PWT 45 1149 X X 558 59 3355 29
NUW X 531 X 38 100 45 1407 45
TCM 29 1545 X 229 339 190 3620 54
TOT 3213 2806 1 2198 11098 3520 34900 2097
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C/D NGZ PWT NUW TCM TOTAL
EOS 100 638 X 386 6528
NCO 52 64 X 88 1519
GON 212 64 X 472 2806
DOV 253 253 240 836 8166
WEI 38 139 29 52 1439
FHL 100 354 45 275 5361
IND 215 59 297 253 6150
NGO 1077 22 27 606 2573 52741
NKT U5 X 75 461 8547
NHK 29 52 64 240 3885
CCA US 38 X 202 3164
CHS 408 640 38 1401 15836
KBY X X X X X
NIP 75 197 1213 420 20908
NPA 59 59 289 453 15760
COF 29 75 X 100 972
NQX X 29 X X 2025
NZY CT 2338 819 3628 27554
NYL X X X X X
SBD CT 29 X 29 379
LGB CT 248 121 621 5499
NTD CT 64 38 375 41 13
sua CT 1367 1078 6 279 32975
NLC X X 38 202 1879
NGZ X 1332 220 1972 10624
PWT 1421 X CT CT 9358
NUW 106 CT X CT 5720
TCM 1050 CT CT X 11613
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